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SUMMARY
The concept of a new motor development requires 
that an analysis technique be developed in order that 
the performance of any particular design may be predict­
ed thereby enabling the optimisation of the motor design 
parameters to be carried out.
Such a need for an analysis technique has arisen 
with the initial development of a novel induction motor 
intended to compete primarily with conventional single 
phase motors operating from a single phase power supply. 
However its performance and operation is essentially that 
of a two phase induction motor and has thus been given 
the tentative name of a "Quasi - Two Phase Induction Motor".
The analysis equations developed in this study lead 
to matrix equations containing seven state variables and 
it is shown that due to the switching and reverse bias 
blocking action of the thyristors and diodes in the motor 
circuit that three basic modes of operation of the motor 
circuitry arise. In addition if the power supply source 
impedance is included in the analysis then another two 
sub-modes of operation arise giving a total of five modes 
of operation of the circuit, to be known as modes 1A,1B,
2B, 2A and 3*
(iv)
A computer program, written in the "BASICM higher 
level computer language, has been developed incorporat­
ing the matrix equations describing these five modes of 
operation and used to carry out computations relating to 
the machine parameters of a working prototype model. 
Subsequent comparisons between these computed results and 
the observed waveforms of the operating prototype machine 
indicate a high degree of correlation thereby establish­
ing the validity of the computational technique.
(V )
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SECTION! 1 
INTRODUCTION
"A QUASI - TWO PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR'1 
is the name given to describe a novel induction motor 
presently in the early stages of development. It is 
intended that such a term conveys the essential aspects 
of the machine, namely that it performs essentially as 
a two phase induction motor but which differs or de­
parts from a convential machine. The term "Quasi-" 
implying the meaning "almost or practically".
Such a machine while performing basically as an 
unbalanced two phase induction motor is supplied from a 
single phase power supply. The second phase being deriv­
ed via a rectifier - inverter unit phased approximately 
in time quadrature to the original supply voltage.
The motivation for investigating and developing 
such a machine which must necessarily be inferior, both 
technically and economically, to the conventional two 
phase induction motor is its ability to operate from a 
single phase power supply while maintaining many of the 
features and advantages of a polyphase machine. As the 
manufacture of single phase induction motors represents 
a large part of the electrical motor manufacturing
industry, the successful development of a motor dis­
playing many of the features of a polyphase machine 
but still capable of operating from a single phase 
supply must represent a very important development in 
the electrical industry.
The single phase induction motors presently 
manufactured, of which the capacitive start machine is 
possibly the most important in terms of numbers manu­
factured, display a number of disadvantages which 
seriously limit their use and future development and 
which include the following:
(a) The starting winding current is only in time quad­
rature with the main running winding current over a 
small speed range hence its effectiveness as a torque 
producing winding is seriously limited and dependent on 
speed.
(b) The requirement that the starting winding must be 
switched out of circuit and is lost as a running wind­
ing limits the effective utilisation of the copper and 
winding space available in the stator. That is, it is 
not possible to realise a full one hundred per cent 
space and copper utilisation of the stator windings with 
such an arrangement.
3.
(c) The relative low starting torque of such motors 
often necessitates a larger frame size requirement 
than would normally be expected if the starting to 
running torque ratio was of a higher order*
(d) The switching out of circuit of the starting wind­
ing necessitates a mechanical speed sensitive - 
centrifugal switch installed inside the motor housing 
in a potentially dangerous and explosive environment 
and represents a ma^or maintenance problem*
(e) The single phase capacitive start induction motor 
is generally limited to the fractional horse power 
sizes with larger frame size motors becoming very ex­
pensive.
In circumstances necessitating a large machine 
operating from a single phase supply, such as may ex­
ist in distant rural areas, it may often be more 
economical to utilise a relatively inexpensive poly­
phase induction motor, incorporated with an expensive 
invertor unit producing the poly-phase supply, in pre­
ference to using an expensive single phase machine. In
these situations a machine such as this "Quasi - two 
phase induction motor" with its integral simple invert­
or unit would most certainly represent a significant
economic alternative.
This "Quasi - Two Phase Induction Motor" while 
operating from a single phase supply utilises a stator 
with two winding currents generally in space and time 
quadrature. Therefore it is expected that its per­
formance will display many of the advantages that a 
poly-phase machine features. Of particular interest 
being the possibility of an increased starting torque, 
for a given frame size, compared with a single phase 
induction motor.
Since in many circumstances the governing factor 
in determining the frame size required for a single 
phase induction motor is the required starting torque, 
rather than the required running torque?which may be 
relatively small, then it may be possible to utilise a 
much smaller frame size motor if the "Quasi-two phase 
induction motor" design is used in lieu of a convent­
ional single phase motor. In addition since this 
motor is essentially a poly-phase machine, in perform­
ance, the expected running torque developed by the 
motor for a given frame size may be expected to be some­
what greater than for a conventional single phase motor 
with the same frame size.
Hence possible frame size economies may again be 
attained if this motor were to replace conventional 
single phase motors.
These economies in frame size and stator winding 
copper and the elimination of an expensive starting 
capacitor in the case of a single phase capacitive 
start induction motor, are expected to more than balance 
the slight cost of providing the simple invertor arrange­
ment incorporated in the motor. It is therefore en­
visaged that the ultimate optimisation and development 
of this "Quasi - two phase induction motor" will yield 
a motor which is more balanced as regards the utilisa­
tion of the iron and copper of the machine over both 
starting and running conditions as apposed to convent­
ional single phase motors while yielding considerable 
economic advantages.
A prototype of this "Quasi two-phase induction 
motor" has been constructed by the conversion of a 
standard £ H.P. Capacitive start induction motor through 
the rewinding of the starting winding. Although this 
prototype machine illustrates the operation and feasib­
ility of the concept it far from represents an optim­
ised design.
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In order that such optimisation of the design 
may be carried out, a reliable method of analysing 
and predicting the performance of a particular design 
is required. Such a necessity represents the motivat­
ion for this study in which it is attempted to produce 
a reliable analytical technique for predicting the per­
formance of a particular design.
The method of analysis adopted consists of develop­
ing the equations describing the machine's performance 
in state variable form suitable for computation using 
a digital computer. Subsequent use of this analysis 
technique has been applied to the prototype machine 
design and comparisons made between the calculated wave­
forms for the state variables and the actual wave forms 
observed when the prototype machine was run. It is 
found that a high degree of correlation exists between 
these two sets of wave forms thereby verifying the valid­
ity of the analysis method.
No attempt has been made to optimise the machine 
design in this study, however wave forms of the state 
variables for a number of different combinations of 
machine parameters such as the commutating capacitance 
C, and the load imposed on the machine have been includ­
ed in the text so as to illustrate the effect of para­
7«
meter changes. Both observed and calculated wave 
forms being included so as to further illustrate the 
degree of correlation between the observed and calculat­
ed performance.
It should be further noted that the ultimate optim­
isation procedure may require the variation of any 
machine parameter, hence the analysis equations and the 
computer program developed have been written so as to 
accommodate all parameters and thereby allow ready variat­
ion at will.
8.
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Fig. 1: BASIC CONCEPT AND CIRCUIT OF
'•THE QUASI - TWO PHASE INDUCTION 
MOTOR".
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SECTION 2
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE
This machine is essentially an unconventional 
two phase induction motor operating from a single 
phase A.C. supply. The second phase being obtained 
from a rectifier - invertor arrangement the output of 
which is phased in time quadrature relative to the 
original A.C. supply. The basic concept of the motor 
is illustrated in figure 1 .
A prototype motor has been constructed against 
which performance comparisons between calculated and 
observed wave forms of the current and voltage state 
variables will be made in a later section. This proto­
type machine contains a conventional squirrel cage rotor 
although a rotor circuit of any design could possibly be 
incorporated to produce a machine with specific operat­
ing characteristics.
The stator windings of the machine constitute the 
unconventional aspect as compared with a conventional 
two phase induction motor. These stator windings con­
sisting of two uniformly distributed windings the first 
of which is equivalent to the running winding of the 
conventional capacitive start winding.
10
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Pig. 2s SIMPLE FIRING CIRCUIT PROPOSED.
23° / 32o-
60V
R.M.S
o-
R2(10K)
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TH1,TH2 pulses (set2*»-K)
R2 setso<(set + 1V)
v  = ov
Fig. 3: MORE COMPLEX FIRING CIRCUIT UTILISED
DURING TESTING.
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The second stator winding replaces: the starting wind­
ing of the capacitive start motor and consists!. of a 
centre tapped (or split) uniformly distributed winding 
displaced in space quadrature to the first winding.
This winding remains in circuit under all running condit­
ions and performs as a running winding and not only as 
a starting winding.
This second stator winding is centre tapped so 
that when connected in circuit with two thyristors (TH1, 
TH2) and a commutating capacitor C form an arrangement 
similar to a simple parallel invertor circuit. This 
type of invertor circuit was originally adopted so as to 
provide a simple and economical invertor arrangement al­
though it is realised that a slight loss in utilisation 
of the copper and winding space results, but it is ex­
pected that this trade-off in winding utilisation against 
invertor complexity and cost will pay dividends.
The proposed gating (or firing) circuits for the 
switching thyristors must also be simple, if this machine 
is to compete economically with conventional single phase 
motors. For this reason a simple circuit of the form 
shown in fig. 2 is envisaged in the final design. How­
ever not withstanding this a more complex, but easily ad­
justable, circuit as shown in fig. 3 was utilised during
12.
testing in order that the relative phasing of the in­
vertor wave-forms relative to the original A.C.supply 
could he easily affected.
In order that performance comparable to a two 
phase motor is obtained, it is necessary to produce a 
revolving magnetic field within the air gap between the 
rotor and the stator. The requirements to produce such 
a rotating magnetic field in a two winding machine are 
firstly the windings of the machine be in space quadra­
ture and secondly that the currents in the two windings 
be in time quadrature.
As the two windings of the stator have been wound 
in space quadrature (i.e. 90 electrical degrees apart), 
the only remaining criterion so as to produce a true 
balanced rotating magnetic field is that the effective 
flux producing current in the second winding be in time 
quadrature (i.e. 5 m sec leading or lagging for a 50 HZ 
supply) to the current in the first stator winding.
Such a condition may be achieved in this "Quasi -
two phase induction motor" by phasing the firing pulses
to the two switching thyristors (TH1, TH2) to occur at
a time when the original supply voltage reaches a maxi­
o
mum or minimum (i.e.cK * 90 ). This type of phase con­
trol produces a chopped voltage wave-form of the form
13.
Fig. if: CHOPPED, FULL -  RECTIFIED D.C. WAVE­
FORM APPLIED TO CENTRE TAPPED STATOR
WINDINGS S2, S3.
shown in fig. **■ to be applied to each half of the
split winding and approximates a square pulse phased 
oat 90 to the supply voltage.
An additional advantage of this machine is the ease 
in which direction of rotation may be reversed. This 
may simply be achieved by several means such ass
(1) Interchanging the firing pulses between thyristors 
TH1 and TH2.
(2) Reversing connections from the split winding, ends 
to the thyristors.
(3) Reversing the connection of the first stator wind­
ing.
A possible expansion of this aspect of the machine 
is the inclusion of the machine in a controlled process 
where reversal of direction is required. This could 
easily be achieved by steering the gating (firing) pulses 
to the relevant thyristors by electronic or electro­
mechanical logic so as to control direction and possibly 
speed, although this aspect has not been further consid­
ered in this investigation.
It is expected that the major application of this 
"Quasi-two phase induction motor" will be as a compet­
itor to single phase induction motors operating from a 
single phase power supply, or to two phase induction
15.
motors operating from a single phase supply through 
the use of a complex expensive invertor unit.
16
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Assumptions introduced throughout this study have 
been limited to the extent that the effect on the steady 
state performance is considered marginal or negligible. 
Such assumptions include the following:
(a) Magnetic saturation effects in the Machine’s iron 
core have been neglected in the analysis.
(b) The commutation aspects of the switching thyristors 
have not been taken into consideration. It is assumed 
that the thyristors behave as perfect switches and at no 
time both thyristors are conducting.
Both of these criteria represent boundary limits on 
the performance of the machine rather than parameters 
which continuously affect the machine's performance. As 
these limiting conditions have not been included in this 
study it is expected that they would be limits imposed in 
any optimisation routine which utilises the system equat­
ions and the computer program developed in later sections.
The elimination of these two criteria in this study 
does not impair the effectiveness or validity of the an­
alysis technique developed for practical situations 
where magnetic saturation and thyristor commutation
SECTION 3
17.
problems are non-existent but they certainly are 
factors to be taken into account when a final optim­
ised machine design has been generated.
Other assumptions introduced throughout the text 
consist of the simplification of machine parameters 
such as the following:
(i) The rotor and stator surfaces are assumed to be 
smooth thereby ensuring a uniform air-gap and eliminat­
ing the effect of saliency in the inductance parameters 
and the machine equations.
(ii) Leakage capacitance effects between the machine 
windings have been neglected.
(iii) When the power supply source impedance is intro­
duced into the analysis equations it is assumed that 
this impedance is totally reactive.
It is considered that these assumptions introduce 
negligible limitations into the analysis while simpli­
fying the system equations significantly.
In the computation of the performance of the mach­
ine the computing method employed is based on the"Euler " 
equation approach whereby each successive point of the 
waveform of a state variable is evaluated by the addit­
ion of an increment to the previous value, where the 
increment is calculated on the basis of the slope (rate
18,
of change) at the previous point multiplied by a time 
increment. This time increment being defined as one 
cycle of the A.C. voltage cycle divided by the number 
of points to be calculated throughout the cycle.
Clearly by increasing the number of points cal­
culated during the cycle leads to improved accuracy of 
the calculation but due to practical time limitations 
imposed by the availability of a digital computer, the 
total computing time and hence the number of points to 
be calculated during one cycle must be limited to respect­
able values.
This aspect represents the major limitation exist­
ent in this study but it has been found that by decreas­
ing the number of points per cycle to be computed to as 
low as three hundred does not seriously affect the accur­
acy of the computation. However throughout the comput­
ations presented throughout the text, a total of one 
thousand points per cycle for each state variable have 
been calculated without incurring excessive computing 
times. Therefore it is considered that for most digit­
al computing facilities presently available this prob­
lem would not represent a serious limitation.

Single Phase 
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Voltage
Supply
O-------
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Winding
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\ \
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Capacitor TH1 c TH2
S2
Relative
Axes
Pig. 5: MACHINE MODEL ADOPTED
(a) CIRCUIT
(b) RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS OP WINDINGS
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SECTION h
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSTS.
The analysis of this machine is not possible by 
use of classical steady state techniques normally 
applied to analyse an Induction motor's performance 
but requires a numerical method capable of computing 
the instantaneous transient values of the state var­
iables describing the machine’s performance at any in­
stant.
The complexity of the analysis arises due to the 
switched (or "chopped") voltages applied t© the split 
stator winding. This complexity is further heightened 
by the presence of the diode bridge rectifier and the 
switching Thyristors which, being unidirectional devices, 
prevent current flow back into the supply from the 
centre point of the split stator winding. This aspect 
gives rise to a third mode of operation during the 
period when the diode bridge rectifier diodes and both 
thyristors are reversed biased. This mode of operat­
ion will be discussed in more detail further on but 
firstly it is necessary to consider the two primary 
modes of operation of the circuitry.
The machine model adopted for the analysis is shown 
tts* 5 • The salient points of this model consist of
21
Fig. 6? THYRISTOR (TH1) FIRING
DELAY ANGLE (°<) RELATIVE 
TO A.C. SUPPLY VOLTAGE.
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the stator winding SI, supplied directly from the A.C. 
supply, and the split stator winding comprising two 
windings wound in opposition, the angle of displace­
ment being defined as Beta ( f3 ) which generally 
would be expected to be in the order of 180 degrees 
(Electrical). The two windings will be known as wind­
ings S2 and S3.
The S2 winding is displaced from the SI winding by 
an angle defined as Phi ( <J> ) which in the prototype 
machine built, was made to be 90 degrees (Electrical).
The two switching thyristors TH1, TH2 and the com­
mutating capacitor C together with windings S2 and S3 
form a "Simple" Parallel invertor arrangement when the 
thyristors are switched (triggered) on alternately 
during the A.C. voltage cycle. The delay angle before 
switching the thyristors on with respect to the A.C. 
supply voltage is defined as Alpha (oc ) as indicated in 
fig. 6 .
The rotor of the machine comprises a standard 
squirrel cage rotor but which for analysis purposes may 
be reduced to an equivalent two winding system displaced 
in the R1 and R2 axes which rotate relative to the stater 
windings. The displacement of the R1 axis relative to 
the SI winding at any instant in time is defined as the
23.
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Fig. 7: MODE 1 AND 2 CIRCUITS - STATOR WINDINGS
ONLY.
(a) CURRENT FLOW PATHS - S1,S2 WINDINGS
(b) EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
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angle Theta ( •©- ) which it must be appreciated is 
time variant.
The first two modes of operation for this machine 
conforms to the periods during which thyristors TH1 
and TH2 are conducting respectively.
These two modes are depicted in fig. 7 , mode 1 
being defined as the period when THL is conducting and 
mode 2 as the alternate half period during which thy­
ristor TH2 is conducting. It is assumed that the thy­
ristors behave as perfect switches and that at no time 
both thyristors are conducting.
During mode 1 operation, the inverter circuit 
appears as a series combination of a winding and the 
commutating capacitor together in parallel with the 
other winding and supplied from the fully rectified D.C. 
voltage with the circuit being completed through one 
thyristor (TEEL). During the alternate mode (or half 
cycle) the circuit is switched via the other thyristor 
(TEE) and the two windings change relative positions in 
the equivalent circuit. These two equivalent circuits 
defining modes 1 and 2 operation are shown in fig. 7 .
Due to the coupling between windings in the machine 
and the presence of the commutating capacitor circuit, 
voltages may be induced in the circuit such that current 
"tends" to flow out from the common point between
25*
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{
Winding S2 # Winding S3
I TH1 TH2
(a)
(b)
Pig.8s MODE 3 CIRCUITS
(a) CURRENT PLOW IF DIODES AND THYRISTORS 
ALLOWED REVERSE CURRENT FLOW
(b) MODE 3 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
2 6 .
windings S2 and S3 back to the A.C. supply (refer fig8a)» 
The presence of the diode bridge rectifier and the 
switching thyristors in this return path prevent 
current flowing in this direction, that is the diodes 
and thyristors become reversed biased.
This condition during which all diodes and thy­
ristors are reversed biased effectively disconnects, 
windings S2 and S3 from the supply and gives rise to an 
equivalent circuit of the two windings S2 and S3 and the 
commutating capacitor (C) being connected in a series 
loop removed from all supply voltages. This equival­
ent circuit defining the mode 3 condition is shown in 
fig. 8b.
During all modes of operation 1, 2 and 3 the SI 
stator winding remains permanently connected across the 
A.C. supply.
Before proceeding with the development of the 
system equations describing this machine’s performance 
it is worthwhile investigating the effects and implicat­
ions of including the A.C. supply source Impedance in 
the analysis.
Although it is recognised that this Impedance would 
in most practical situations be negligible and from a 
designers point of view be indeterminable for the
27
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general case, it's inclusion in the analysis may serve 
to allow the designer to explore the effects of large 
A.C. line Impedances and possibly set maximum tolerable 
(or allowable) values under which the machine's perform 
ance specifications will be met.
The effects of source (or line) impedance is most 
noticeable during the periods of switching of the thy­
ristors when large spikes or pulses of current may be 
drawn from the supply. During these short switching 
periods considerable voltage drops may occur at the 
machine's terminals.
The action of the diode bridge rectifier, and hence 
the requirement that the sum of the two currents in 
windings S2 and S3 (i.e. 1 ^  + I ) must always be
greater or equal to zero, produces the result that the 
functional relationship describing the supply line 
current in terms of the three winding currents d si
Ig2} Iso ) varies during different periods of the A.C. 
terminal voltage cycle. This differing functional 
relationship for the supply line current in terms of the 
three winding currents is depicted in figs. ( 9a, b, c ) 
which illustrates the directions of current flow at 
three points during the voltage cycle.
29.
Pig. 10s CURRENT PLOW AT POINT WHEN 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vg IS ZERO.
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During the period when the A.C. terminal voltage 
is positive, the supply line current is defined as
Is = 1 . 1  + (*s2 + Is3 ) .... (*M)
while during the alternate half of the supply voltage
cycle the relationship is
Is + Is3 ) (*f.2)
where Is^ may be positive or negative but (Ig2 + Ig^ ) 
must be* always, positive or zero.
The transition between these two functional relat-
ionships occurs at the point when the terminal voltage 
passes through zero. At this instant the supply line 
current is equal to the SI winding current alone (l.e.
Is = Isl ^» the current + Is, ) flowing via the
bridge diodes as shown in fig. 10 and by passing the 
supply line circuit.
The consequences of these differing functional re­
lationships describing the supply line current are that 
the system equations must be varied according to what 
part of the A.C. voltage the computation is taking place.
As the switching (or triggering) of the thyristors 
may occur at a different time to when the supply volt­
age crosses zero, this necessitates the subdivision of 
the two primary modes of operation (1 and 2 ) into two
31..
Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2
Fig. 11s TIME RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
PRIMARY MODES OF OPERATION (1,2)
AND THE SUB-MODES (A,B) FOR 0
THYRISTOR FIRING DELAY ANGLE« =90 .
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sub modes A and B. Ehat is differing system equations 
must be developed so as to describe 5 modes of operat­
ion to be known as modes 1A, IB, 2B, 2A together with 
the other mode of operation known as mode 3. The time 
relationships between modes 1A, IB, 2B, 2A for a thyris­
tor switching delay angle cc = 90° with respect to the 
supply voltage is illustrated in fig. 11 . Note that 
the A and B modes overlap the basic 1 and 2 modes.
Mode 3 equations remain unaffected regardless of 
whether the computation is taking place when the term­
inal supply voltage is positive or negative.
The relationships incorporating the supply source
impedance in the equations and hence defining the system
equations for the A and B sub- modes will be developed
later on in the analysis. 
lf.1
Development of System equations
The method of analysis adopted in this study con­
sists of developing the system equations in state 
variable matrix form suitable for solution by numerical 
computation by a digital computer.
In order to develop the systems state equations, the 
basic mode 1 situation will be considered in detail 
firstly, and then the implications of the other modes of
33
operation, including the inclusion of the source 
impedance, as to how they effect the matrix equations 
will be discussed.
b.2 NOTATION
Throughout the analysis for this machine the 
following notations will be observed
(a) Any Matrix or Vector may be designated by a 
Capital letter underlined as such A
(b) Variables and parameters will be subscripted
in order to indicate the machine windings to 
which they relate, for example:
vsl, ïd, RS2, Ls3, m  si

(b)
Fig. 12: MODE 1 MODEL
(a) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT - STATOR 
WINDINGS ONLY.
(b) RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS OF 
WINDINGS.
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If. 3 MODE 1 ANALYSIS
The system model describing the Mode 1 condition 
is shown in fig .12 together with a co-ordinate system 
illustrating the relative displacement and polarities 
of the windings and state variables.
Referring to fig.12 and utilising the relative 
displacements and polarities as indicated the Inductance 
terms existing in the system assuming a machine having 
a smooth rotor with a uniform air-gap are as follows:
(a) Mutual Inductances 
WINDING MUTUAL INDUCTANCE TERM
SI to S2 M8?sl SIN (90-0) = Ms2sl Cos ( <f> )
i • 6 • zero when <p = 90° maximum when $> = 0°
SI to S3 Ms^sl SIN (90 - 0 +0 ) = M g  Cos (p - <t> )
S2 to S3 «il COS (P>
:’381 to R2 4 Î COS (90) = 0
SI to R1 « £ cos ( ©  ) (i.e. Time Variant.)
SI to R2 «il cos (90-©) = Mr2Msl SIN ( ©  )
S2 to R1 cos ( 0 - ©  )
S2 to R2 r2Mws2 cos (<{>-©+ 90) = M ^  SIN ( ©  - 0  )S 2
S3 to R1 MrlM s3 cos (p - ( 0 - )
S3 to R2 Mr2Ks3 cos 1
-0­1(QCL © ) - 90)
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(b) Self Inductances - for windings S1,S2,S3, rl, r2 
respectively are!
Lsl >Ls2> l s3’ Lrl»Lr2.
Writing the loop voltage equations for each winding 
gives the following set of system equations
vsl = (RS1 + PLsl) lsl + C(pMsi COS (<J>))ls2 +(pMsl COS 
&  -<t>))iS3 + ( P COS (©)) Irl + (p M g
Ir 2 + 0 . Vc .... (if. 3a)
Vs2 = (p M g  COS (<J>))lsl + (Rs2 + P La2 ) Is2 *
(p m | 2 cos CP))iS3 + ( p M g  cos (<!>-©■)) iri +
(p Mg2 SIN (©-<|») Ir 2 + O.Vc .... (If.3b)
Vs3 = (p M g  COS O  -<t>))lsl + (p Mll COS (p))ls2 +
(Rs 3 + P Ls3> IS3 + (p Mgi COS(p + ©- <J>)) Irl +
(p Ms3 SIN o  + © - 0 ) >  Ir2 + Vc .... (If.3c)
VPi = (p Mgi COS (©)) Isl ♦ (p M g  COS (d> -•©■))
rlxs2 (P Mg3 COS (p +•©- d>)) Is3 (Rpj + p I*ri)
xrl + 0. Ir 2 + 0. Vc .... (if.3d)
T 2 r2Vr2 * (P Msi SIN (©)) Igl + ( p Mg2 SIN (©-<*»)
r*p
Is2 * (p m s3 sin O  * © -d>)) is3 + a irl +
(Rr + p Lr2) Ir2 + 0. Vc .... (if. 3e)
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Inductance Matrix L
LS1
-■■■■■■■»■ . ..
m ®2 cos(4>)
H----------------- *
m ®3 c o s(/3-()>)
..4
COS(©) SIN(e) 0
M®^ COS(<|>) L s 2 M®^ C0s(j8) cos(4>-©) M^2 SIN(©-$) 0
COS (B  -  <p) c o s 08) L . S3 cos 08+©-<(>)
M3"2 x S3 x
SIN(0 +6- (j>) 0
COS(©) COS (<)>-©) M ^ c o s ( 0 + e -  <(>) Lr 1 0 0
SIN(e) SIN(©- <t>) m ^3 siN($+e-(f>) 0 ^r2 0
0 0 0 0 0 - 1
Fig. 13
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Vc = p Vc = 1/C ( I
= ; O.Isl + 0. *a2
0,Ir2 - p Vc
s3 (k. 3f)
s3+0: Irl +
where p is the operator ^  and operates on both 
Current (I) and Inductance (L) matrices.
This set of equations may be written in matrix form 
such as: I
V — s , 1 + p k I
V [ > V .  TS 3 ’ vrl» Vr2,
R Ssl 0 0 0 0 0
0  R s 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 RS3 0 0 +1
0 0 0 ^rl 0 0
0 0 0 0 R „ r2 0
0 0 1/C 0 0 0
( I f .l f )
I =■ State Variable vector
= Lfsl» Xs2’ IS3» ^ 1 » Ir2, Vcjt 
The Inductance Matrix is shown opposite in fig. 1 3 .
Note that vectors V, I have been written as the transpose
form
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The expression for the matrices £, may be 
simplified by examining the number of different co­
efficients present. This may be achieved by assuming 
the two equivalent rotor circuits R. ̂  and R. 2 are
identical which leads to the following approximations:
» r t = R r 2 » Lr1 ~ Lr2’
r1
MS1
r2 
= Ms1
V- M = s1’
Mr1 r2 _ Mr Mr1 „r2 _ Mr 
Ms2 = Ms2 -  Ms 2 ’  Ms 3 ^ s 3 ' M s 3
It may be seen that terms such as
L  ( 1 ,  **■ )
r2 
= Ms1 COS ©
L  ( 2, 5) = Mr ^o2 SIN ( ©  - <J>)
L  ( 3, *0 = Mr fs3
COS ( p  + © -< {> )
and others are functions of the angle theta ( ©  ) and 
hence are time variant quantities except for the case 
when the rotor is stationary. Therefore even though 
equations (̂ .'3 Consists of a set of linear differential 
equations, some of the coefficients are functions of 
time.
It is therefore necessary to introduce a change of 
variables so as to obtain a set of equations with con­
stant (Time invariant) Coefficients.
Such a transformation is the dq transformation 
which is a function of the position ©  . This transform­
ation does not affect the stator variables rs1 » rs2 »
*fO.
T s 3 -  T s , -  t g2> but the rotor variables Ip.j ip2
and Vr1, Vp2 transformed to a new set of variables, 
the dq (direct and quadrature axis) variables lag and
Ydq where Idq = Id , Vdq = Fd and are
“ LrqJ [_V
related to the original rotor variables by the express­
ion Id = A *r1
_ r q _
where 4 is the dq transformation matrix.
This required dq transformation matrix 4 may be
found by considering the first two equations of the set 
(if. 3a, *+.3b).
These two equations contain the terms
((p M ^  COS (©)) Ip1 + (p M^1 SIN (©)) Ip2 )
and ((p M*2 COS (<|>-©)) Ir1 + (p SIN (©-0)) Ir2> 
respectively.
By introducing two new variables Id, I defined by
'*X
Id = (COS (©)) Ir1 + (SIN (©)) Ir2
and Iq * (COS (0-©))Ir1+ (SIN (© -$)) Ir2
then the time deperfeit terms disappear from these first 
two equations i.e. They may be re-written in terms of the 
two new rotor variables as:-
Vs1 = (RS1+ pLsi)Ig1+(pMgf COS (<!>))Is2+(pM^ C O S O  -<JO) 
Js3 + (PMsi> Id ---- (lf*5)
TT , s2 eO
S2 = (pMg1 COS (<t>))Is1 + (Rg2 + pLg2) Ig2 +■ (|>Mg2 POS(P))
Xs3 + ( PMs2> Xq -----(k'6)
Now although the time dependent terms have been removed 
from these first two equations, the effect of this trans­
formation on the remaining four equations for the system 
must be investigated,
Before we can carry out the substitution of for 
Ip-j and Ir2 in these four equations, the expression for 
Ir1 and Ir2. in terms of must be found.
Now since _Id " A — I — 1r1
A . _Ir2_
then " ^ r - 1 _Id “ _ c
I---■oH
I___
iCM I M >Q I
---1O*
M___I
where A = [cos© , SIN ©
—
COS (<(>-©) SIN (©-<i»_
, - -  1and A _ C = i (adjoint A )
b 2 .
c ~SIN(© -<|>) -sin e ~
(- SIN 0 ) -SIN <J>
-cos(<|> -  e ) cos ©
-SIN <J> -SIN <J)
i  • 6« "ir1
! = SIN (©-<&) -SIN © ~
-  SIN $ -SIN 0
*r2 -COS(<t>-©) COS ©
-SIN 4> -  SIN 0
Substituting the expression
1 , 1  r1 It IQ l l—1 Pi _l
I
CMJU _ X q _
into the third equation (^»3° ) for the system leads to 
the followingj-
vs3 = <pms1 cos(p -<{>)) is1 + (pM^ COS (p)) is2 +
s3 p s3> Is3 + P m s3 (sin (p -<f>) i - (sin O)) i^/
(-SIN (<!>)) + vc .... (^.7)
Since COS (p + ©-<}>} Ip1 + SIN (p + ©-<J>) I
may be shown to be equal to (Refer to appendix A1 (i) )
( -  (SIN (P)) I d + (SIN (p - 4 » )  I q ) / 
(-SIN (<*))}
^3.
Therefore the third system equation (*t. 3 c) has been 
reduced to an equation with constant (Time Invariant) 
Coefficients. Subsequent use of the dq transformation 
in the *fth and 5th equations of the machine ( ^ .3  d,e ) 
leads to the following results:-
Vr1 K l COS (©)) J S1 + (PM^2 COS «P - e» I s2
<><3 cos (B + © -<D)) Is3
*RJ{SIN (© -<t>) ') V *Xd +|(- SIN (e) \ Iqlh SIN ( <J> )/  ̂ -SIN m / J
♦ pLj✓SIN (© -<D) >)*d +('- SIN (©) Iq]l1- SIN ( <D )/) 'v -SIN (<|>) ) J
Now it is advantageous to carry out the differentiation 
with respect to time at this point so as to reduce the 
possibility of confusion as to which SIN and COS terms 
require differentiating later on when the voltage trans 
formation is introduced.
Therefore differentiating with respect to time gives:-
Vr1 = Ms1 COS (6) plai - Mg-j SIN (©) I Is1 +
r r . •
m s2 cos ($- ©) pis2 + m s2 sin (<|>- ©) © Is2
+ Mg3 COS (P + © - <J>) pls3
- M1*, SIN (p + © -<t>) © I,S3
M+.
+ R
T_____________
(- SIN 0)
SIN (e -Cl» Id - SIN (0) Iq
where
+-L,
(- SIN (J) )
SIN
+ Lr
(. SIN 0> )
COS
*  - a !  w
(e - 0 )pid - sin (e)piq 
(e -<p) ê i â -cos (©) © i
.... (*f.8)
Similarly use of the dq transformation in the 5th 
equation for the system (*+. 3e ) leads to
Vr2 = pMg1 SIN (0) h i + pMs2 SIN (© - 0 ) Is2 +
pMgj SIN (p + 0 •- 0 ) IS3
+ Rj. - COS (0 - 0) Id + COS (0)
- SIN 0 -SIN 0
+■ P1̂ - COS (4> - 0 ) Id + COS (©) Iq-sur 0 -SIN 0
and differentiating with respect to time gives
Tt2 = Ms1 SIN (0) Ig1 + Mg.j COS (0) 0 Ig1 +
+ Mg2 SIN (© -4>) plg2 + M^2 COS (0 -<j>) 0 Is2
”► Mg3 SIN (p + 0 - 4» pi
+ Mg3 COS (P + 0 - <J>) 0 Is3
+ R [~- COS (<l>- 0 ) Id + COS (0) Ia U  SIN ( $) -SIN (<$>) _
+ Lr ĉos <(()-©) pi,, + cos (e) pi-SIN (<j> ) -SIN Cp
+ L.
-SIN (<|>)
T
[■
- sin (0- e) eid - sin (e) è iq
............( M )
It should be noted at this stage that the equations for 
Vr-j and Vr 2 still contain time variant coefficients.
It is therefore necessary now to transform the voltages 
Vpi, Vr 2 to the dq axis system i.e. and Vq.
Transformation of Voltages for Constant (Invariant) Powa»
The introduction of transformations in the analysis 
is carried out so as to simplify the solution to the 
problem. As there are two transformations required, 
that is for the state variable, and the voltage vectors, 
there is no reason from the consideration of matrix 
manipulations alone why these two transformations may 
not’ be independently or separately selected.
However an indiscriminate choice of transformations 
leads to the result that the power expressed in terms of 
the new transformed variables, that is the sum of the 
products of corresponding voltages and currents, is not 
equal to the power expressed in terms of the original 
variables.
i.e. in this case
^  ̂ dq ^ S *  t V) original 
This situation is undesirable and it is more 
preferable, if possible, to use transformations which 
ensure the invariance of power regardless of whether 
the original or transformed variables are utilised in 
the expression for power.
If a current transformation
°r ir ■ i ' 1 Jdq = S id,4-is used, then it may be shown that for the Invariance 
of Bower criterion to be assured, the required voltage
transformation is given by
*
Ydq St* -1
<ê > I
Yr
Ir ( M o )
where A is the complex conjugate of A
Now if
- 1 indicates the inverse of a matrix 
and t indicates the transpose of a matrix
A COS (6) SIN (6)
COS «►- 0) SIN (0 - <J>)
t Reference (1) N.N. Hancock "Matrix Analysis of Electric­
al Machinery".
7̂.
then
sin ( e - <t>) - cos (<i> - e)
“ SIN (4) 5 - SIM ( (j>)
- sin (e) cos ( e )
- SIN ( <p ) - SIN ( <P )
•Then applying this voltage transformation to equation 
(V. 10 ) r leads to
(- SIN (<f>)) Vd = SIN (6 -<t>) vr1 - COS ($- e) vr2
and now substituting the previous expressions obtained 
for V i and Vr2, it may be shown (See Appendix(A1 (ii))
that
( - SIN (<J>)) Vd - Mj, SIN (<t0 pls, - Mrs, COS (<t>) i Is,
- < 2  i hs - < 3  s™  M P 1*}
- ms3 cos (P) e Is3
+ H ii. - COS (<j>) I_r______ __ a a(- SIN «P))L -
(- SIN ((p)) 
+ Lr
( - SIN (<t>))
pid - cos (4>) Pi(
sin e i
(̂ .11)
1+8
Similarly it may be shown that
( -  SIH «(.)) Vg = Mq, 6 I s ,  -  Mqq SD1 «(.) p l s2
+• Mg2 cos (<t>) e i s2
- Mg3 SIN (0 - P) pls3
+ m^3 cos (4>- p) 0 I
- R.
(- SIN «I»)
“ 3ir_____(- SIN «J») 
(- SIN«p)>
cosm - r•d -q 
COS(<i>)pId - plq
(SIN(<|>)) S Id
1
Therefore the transformed system equations may be 
written in matrix form as
| = R I + I p I + G 8 I .
(1+. 12)
(!+• 1 3)
which is a set of Linear Differential equations with
' •constant coefficients provided 0 is constant. That is 
the system analysis is so far restricted to the constant 
angular velocity case.
The matrices 2 » £e9 G and vectors Y, I are defined 
by the following:
* * |js1 » Vs2> Vd> vq, o\t
I State Variable Matrix
*t9.
R =
Cr
RS1 0 0 0 0 0
0 R
s2
0 0 0 0
0 . 0
s3:
0 0 4-1
0 0 0 -R^ COS (0) 0
SIN (0) SIN ( 0 )
0 0 0 -R_ (cos(<t>))■ ■'■■A-- K 0
SIN ( 0 ) SIN2(0)
0 0 1/C 0 0 0
0 0 0 COS (0)
r
“Ms1 0
SIN ( 0 ) SIN ( 0 )
0 G 0 M1
s2 -M „ COS ( 0 )  s2 0
SIN ( 0 ) SIN ( 0 )
0 0 0 COS (0) 
SIN ( 0 )
-M ^  COS (0-/S) 
SIN ( 0 )
0
0 0 0 0 -Lr
SIN ( 0 )
0
0 0 0 Lr 0 0
SIN ( 0 )
0 0 0 0 0 0
Note that matrix G has been written 4s the transpose for
spacing purposes

Inductance Matrix L
LS1 M®2 COS($) COS{0- <p)
rM , s 1 0 0
c o s (4>) Ls2 M®^ cos(/3) 0
rMs2 0
COS(0-<j>) MS^ COS(0)s2 Ls3
M1", SIN(0)SI 7
SIN(<j>)
m^ s i n (0-<|>)
-SXN(<t>) 0
r 0
SIN((8) Lr - L r COS(«J>) 0M -s 1 s i n(<|>) s i n2(<|>) s i n2(<|>)
0 TM Qs2 m^3 s i n(<M) -Lr COS(<>) Lr os i n ($) SIN2(<(>) SIN2(<{>)
0 0 0 0 0 -1
Fig. 14
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The Inductance matrix £ is shown apposite in fig. 1 if 
Examination of this set of equations ( if. 13 ) 
describing the system reveals that there are five basic 
parameters associated with the rotor, namely Rr, L ,
Msi and Mg2,
As the measurement of the rotor parameters is 
difficult it is preferable to reduce the number of para­
meters related to the rotor to a minimum. Four such 
suitable rotor parameters being defined as:
Tr = V ® r2* p  j ,
U, = (Ms1) /Er, „2 = (Ms2)2A r, u3 = (M^)2/ Br
This reduction of the number of parameters may be 
achieved by a change of variables ( or use of a trans­
formation *) defined by:
r , n
*d II
1
I*q
— _J
Id II
Rr
r
0
Ms1
0 R
■d
q
= B Idq
(If.l̂ )
“ s / v  q  > *, ■ < w  k
* A similar transformation to this is introduced in refer­
ence (2) - p*f85, although the transformation used was:
!
52:
B. /  L  Tr r 0
V L r
Now if the current transformation
T - >
4dq = 1  Idq
is to be applied, then for the invariant power criterion 
to hold, the voltage vector must be transformed by use
o f  t h e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n
V *  =
- d q ( ? ) - l I d q
r t
I f :  B  a s R  / M < 0
_  ? _  s 1_  _  
_  0 ! "  "  “  V > ? 2 .
t h e n
i f f l  -
M r  / r  s 1 r I' 0I0 :  « L ' Y
Therefore the new transformed voltage vector is defined ty
mmm m̂m — r~ —
VS1 1 0 0 G 0 0 *81
vs2 0 1 0 0 0 0 *82
Vs3 = 0 0 1 0 0 0 Vs3
*d 0 0 0 Ms1^®r 0 0 > *d
0 0 0 0 Ms2^Rr 0 vq
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
( M 5 )
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Now applying these two transformations 1 5 ) to
the set of equations (*t. 1 3  on page *+8) gives the 
following set of equations describing the system
VS3
s2
s1 = (Rs1 + pLs1> I S1 + (PMs1 cos 1S2
rS3+ (P COS (p-0)) Is3 + (p U 15 (*f. 16a)
s2
Vs2 = C°S <0)) Ic1 + (Rc9 + pL J  IS1 ' 'T'' ~s1 '~s2 ’ i'"s2/ *s2
s| C0S (P)} I s3 + iP^2) Iq .... ( M 6b)
s3 s3(pMs1 COS (p -0)) Ig1 + (pMg2 COS (p)) Ig2
* <Bs 3 + pI,s3) *s3 
+ (p jTTju^ SIN (p) / SIN ( 0 ) ) ^
+ (p Ju 2u 3 sin ( p - 0 ) /-sin (0 ))i> + v c
(*f.l6c)
o 9
C^/SIN ( <i> )) 1  ̂ -  COS (0)/SIN ( 0 ) ) l’
+ PV s 1  + P ^ JV ^ S IN  (p)/ SIN ( 0 ) ) I
■K p (Tr U1/ SIN2«») i ’
- p (Tr |uju^ COS (<t>) / SIN (<!>)) I*
+ (u1 COS (0)/ SIN (0)) 6 Is1+( Iu 752/SIN(0))6 I 
+ (JTylJ cos ( p)/siN (0)) e is3 
+ ( Tr J u ^ /  sin (0 )) e i ’
s2
(V.l6d)
£~4-‘
Inductance Matrix L
s 1 MS? COS($) S 1 ' ' M C 0 S ( $ - 4 ) U O O
m®* cos(4) ls2 m®2 cos(/S) O
m J-J cos(0-4) M s2 C0S^ ) L Qs3
F | ü a ?XN(0) 
SIN(̂ )
JU^U, SIN(0- P)
-s i n (4)
0
u 0 l|u1u3 SXN(0) T U r 1 -T^UjÛ COSÎ*) 01 SXN(è) S IN*" (<î>) SIN2(<J>)
0 i|u9u ŝin«>-/ô) -tJ u .,U9COS(<|>) T U_^ 2- 02 sin(<î>) S IN2 (<f>) SIN2 (<|>)
O O O O O - 1
Fig. 15,
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Vq = - ( fSfc COS (<J>) / SIN2 (<!>)) r*
+ < V  SIn2 < ♦ »  Iq + P (u2) Is2 
+ p ( J u ^  SIN (<J>- p)/ SIN (<J>)) I
- p (Tr fu"i£ COS (d))/ SIN (<())) I’
2+ P CTP u2 / SIN (<J>)) I*
+ ( juylj/ - si n (d>)) e is1
-  (u2 cos (d>) / sin (d>)) e ig2
- C ̂ u2u cos (<(>- p) / sin <d>)) e i .
- (Tr SIN (d>)) e 1^ .... (*f.l6e)
*“ » o = 1/c ( i s j )  -  » Tc .......... (lf>16f)
Therefore the transformed equations may be re­
written in matrix form
j1 = s’ i* + p l ’ i ’ + g ’ e i’
.... (*f.l6g)
where
_ »The L Matrix is shown opposite in fig.1 5.
ré
Rotational Coefficient Matrix G
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
T ^ C O S ^ ) <U 1U 2 COS(0) 0 T \
u„_J___2. 0SIN(<$) SIN ($) SIN (4>) SIN (<|>)
- J V i -u2 COS (<}>) -,u2u3cosO-()>) -T JfTU- ri 1 2 0 0
s i n (4>) s i n (|>) s i n (4>) SIN(<(>)
0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig* 16
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I =
*bV  ^ 2’ 1 , 1 1 , 1 ». v~|s3 d’ q* CJ
R = Rs1 0 0 0
0 R 0 0s2 ,
0 0 R , 0S3
0
G + 1
0 0 o u4- 2~  SIN (<f>)
-  juyUpCOS (<t>) 0
SIN(<|>)
0 0 w jUlu2 SOS«})) u.
SIN (<{>)
0 0 1/C | 0
SIN (Cf>) 
0
The g ’ Matrix is shown opposite in fig.16.
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In order to make the analysis applicable to thegeneral
case where the transient performance of the system is
required, the restriction that the angular velocity
%  be constant may be overcome by the introduction of
tha seventh ( 7  ) state variable, the angular velocity
9, in the analysis by considering the torque expression.
if. 3 (ii) Torque expressions 
The derivation of the expression describing the 
torque developed by an electrical machine may be deduced 
by consideration of the stored energy in the magnetic 
fields of the machine which leads to an expression of 
the form
1
I I“t
<31
de I
or alternatively by considering the Power equation for 
the machine which leads to an expression of the form
= -t - -
Where L = Inductance matrix of the machine
equations prior to applying 
transformations to the state 
variables.
G = The Rotational coefficient matrix 
for the machine equations after 
transformations of variables.
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The detailed derivation of the expression for 
the developed torque from both approaches is given 
in Appendix ( A2 ), with only the final expression 
being reproduced here as:
Tg = developed Torque .... (^.17)
= COS (4» / SIN (4>)) ig1 i*
- < J u-ju2 / SIN (4>)) Ig1 i’
+ ( /  si n (<!>)) ig2 i’
- (u2 COS (4>) / SIN (4))) I 2 I*
+ ( COS (0) / SIN (4>)) I I*
- ( cos (0 -4>) / SIN (4>)) Is3 I*
The Mechanical Load Torque T ismI
given by
Tm = J
d2e ___20.
dt2
d e_ + p ---3
dt
+ T 
L
= J
• •
%  + F 6m + T l
= J —- S  ♦ P _L+ ?.Ln n
= Developed Electrical Torque T
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where J 
F
t L
e
®m
n
Polar Moment of Inertia Kg - m 
Coefficient of Friction 
LOAD TORQUE N - m
Angular displacement measured in electric­
al radians
Mechanical angular displacement =_0
n
Number of pole pairs of the machine 
stator.
2
Therefore
J 0 + F & - T
2 en n
where Tg is given by the previous 
expression (equation*+. 17).
( M 8 )
Addition of this torque equation to the previous 
set of system equations ( 1+-. 16 ) leads to a new seventh
order matrix equation describing the system, namely in 
matrix form:-
V = A’pl’ + B ’l’ + C ’ 0 I* + D’ II I*+ E’l» 1» «. - - - - - - - d -  - q -
.... ( M 9 )
(o!.
MATRIX A* (MODE 1)
L S1 M^COS(<J>) M®̂ COS(/B-<)>) U1 0 0 0
M®2COS(<|>) L s 2 m J|c o s(/3) 0 *2 0 0
M®|cOS(/3-<f>) M®|C0S(|3)
fü^u^snrC^) ,u2u3SIN(ß-i)) 0
0 0Ls3 SIN(*>) -SIN(<f>)
U1 0
^ u ^ S I N ^  ) 
SIN(<|>)
Tru1
SIN2(<J>)
- T ^ t ^ C O S O M
s i n2(«í>)
0 0
0 u2 J u g U ^ S I N Í f - ^ ) -Tju^COSi^) »a 0 0
SIN(<f>) SIN2($>) SIN2(<f>)
0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
J
2n
F i g . 1 7 .
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Where the matrices are defined as following®
I* = State Variable Vector
Is1 » ^  Is3* . i; , , • ].
1 <
1 <>• 1! Voltage or Forcing Vector
= VL s 1 T s2 • V  Td - K ’ 0
,
I
—
B* = Rs1 o o o
j
0 0 0
0 R _ 0 r 0 s2 1 0 0 0
0 O R O  
S3 1
0 !
1
+1 0
0 0 0 -|u1UpCos(<J>)j 
SIN5 (4>) !
i
0 0
i s i n2«|>)
0 0 0 1 cos (<t>) U2 !0 0
: S I N ^ )I 2SIN (<l>) ,
0 0 1/C I 0 0
1
0 0
0
i
0 0 , 0 0 0 F'n
The Matrix *A is shown opposite in fig. 17.
¿3»
MATRIX C’
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11,008(0) iu,u2 û.,u5 COS(/3) A TrJu 1u2SIN(<f>) sur(0) SIN(</>) U SIN(<J>) 0 0
-u2COS(0) - JuTu,C0S(<f>-/3) -Tri u,u2
0 0 0SIN(0) SIN(0) SIN(<p) SIN(4>)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig.18
6*f
D ’ ZERO MATRIX
6 x 7
•U-jCOSî ) 
SIN (0)
“Jüÿï"3G0SO) 0 0
SIN (<D) SIN (<t>)
0
»
E ZERO MATRIX
6 x 7
UgCOS (0) 
SIN (0) SIN ( 0 )
.COS O  -0) 0 0 0
SIN ( 0)
*
The Ç Matrix is shown opposite in fig. 18.
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si;
s1 o
R
2
i
s1
VS1 °
Ri •i
n n f t r o w r s / w — i
ks2 Rs 2 •
^ Î ^ Î Ü ^ R T S / v v - H  f”
LS2 Rs 2 C •
l s3 RS3 C 
vs2A-e--------- ------- ► <
' W i n n n r s w —
Ls 3 r s 3
w.________7=2 _______ X,
*  +
Mòda 1 Mode 2
Fig. 19s MODE 1 AND 2 EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
- STATOR WINDINGS ONLY.
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The system equations defined by equation (*f.19 ) 
consists of a set of seven time invariant equations 
containing seven state variables and a minimum of 
parameters related to the rotor.
This set of equations are the defining equations 
describing the Mode 1 operation and are in a form suit­
able for solution by a digital computer using a suitable 
numerical method. The computing method employed is 
discussed in more detail in a later section.
As the system equations have been developed for 
the Mode 1 operation it is now appropriate to consider 
the implications when the circuit is switched to the 
Mode 2 and Mode 3 configuration.
tf.lt- Mode 2 Analysis
The system models describing Modes 1 and 2 operat­
ion are illustrated in fig. ( 19 ). It may be seen that 
Mode 2 differs from Mode 1 in as much as the two halves 
of the split winding (Windings S2 and S3) interchange 
their relative positions in the circuit and the polarity 
of Vc is reversed in relation to the applied forcing 
voltage Vs2 ( = vs3 - ).
The system equations ( ^.19) remain unaltered ex­
cept for changes in terms in the 2nd, 3rd and 6th rows
relating I . I  ̂and V .s2 s3 c
6 7
As the Analysis follows closely that of the Mode 1 
Analysis, the complete Analysis need not he reproduced 
here and hence only the appropriate state matrices will 
he shown with changes from the Mode 1 condition high­
lighted.
Writing the voltage equations for the Mode 2 Model 
gives a system equation in matrix form similar to equat 
ions b.b (page 38) namely:
V = R I  + p L |  .... (*f.20)
Where I, V are the state variable and forcing volt-
age vectors ( of order 6
R = Rs1 0 0 0
0 CMP3 0 0
0 0 Rs3 0
0 0 0 Rr1
0 0 0 0
0 -1/C 0 0
the matrix R being defined as:
0 0
0 -1
0 0
0 0
R 0 r2 0
0 0
68
9 S2
■n.î m r n v '
Vo-<— *- 
+
IS2
+
vs2 ^-O
Fig. 20: MODE 2 CAPACITOS VOLTAGE
POLARITY.
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The Matrix L remaining unchanged as compared to
the Mode 1 case. This may he seen by writing the
equation for the capacitor voltage V i.e.c
Referring to fig. 20 
V (b - a) = 1/C C I dt s2
.*. V (a - b)= - 1/C
/
t
0
I dt s2
P v,
or 0
'  1/8 0 . 2  )
-  1/ci
- > V c  ■ ' / a ( 1 s 2 )
As the only term in this expression which appears
in the Matrix L is - p V and which is identical to the- c
Mode 1 case, the Matrix L remains unchanged.
However the term ( - 1/C ) I ^ differs from the Modes2
1 case ( where the equivalent term was (1/C) Is^ )thereby 
requiring the change in the matrix R, the following 
elements being altered:
R (6,2) changed from 0 to ( - 1/C)
R (6,3) " " 1/C to 0
The elements R (2,6) and R (3,6) must also be altered 
(0 TO -1 and -M TO 0 respectively) so as to allow for
7 0 .
the reversed connection of Capacitor C in relation to 
the supply voltages Vg2 , vs?.
As the only matrix which is altered from the Mode 1 
case is R it follows that the system matrices, apart 
from the matrix R , remain unaltered after the previous 
transformations (page VO) and (page 51) are applied 
and the torque expression added.
Hence the resulting system equations describing 
the Mode 2 condition remain unchanged to equation 
(»f. 19 p60)
i.e. V = B* I’ + A1 p I' + C* 6 I1 + D’l^ l’+ E’lq i’
......... (*f.21)
with the exception that matrix b’is re-^defined.as:
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R , si 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 R 0 s2 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 R
S3
0 0 0 0
e 0 0 U1 -■ju.,u2C0S(<t>) 0 0
(SIN2 <(> ) (SIN2 4) )
0 0 0 - J Ü ^ C O S  («Í») U2 0 0
(SIN2 <J» 2,(SIN <j>)
0 -1/C 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
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Va
l s2 •
M W
’s3
Is2
Va
VG-<-->
Is3
(b)
Fig. 21: MODE 3 MODEL - S2.S3 WINDINGSONLY.
fa) STATOR WINDINGS S2,S3 CIRCUIT, 
(b) MODE 3 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
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*f.5  Mode 3 Analysis
As has been mentioned at the beginning of this 
section, if the voltage at the centre point of the 
split winding (common point of windings S2 and S3) is 
such that the diodes in the rectifying bridge and both 
thyristors (TH1, TH2) become reversed biased then, a 
third mode of operation of the circuit arises. This 
condition occurs if the voltage V ( refer fig. 21a ) 
at the common point of windings S2 and S3, measured 
with respect to the zero voltage point, becomes more 
negative than the supply voltage Vg , namely:-
Va is negative
Va | >  K
The equivalent circuit for the Mode 3 circuit is 
illustrated in fig. ( 21b ). It should be noted that
in this mode of operation, windings S2 and S3 together with 
the commutating capacitor C form a series loop complete­
ly removed from all supply voltages.
Now writing the voltage equation-for the S2, S3 loop 
gives:
s2
O = (pM COS «J>))I + (R + pL ) I
s1 s1 s2 s2 s2
s3 r
+ (pM COS (p)) I  + (pH COS (<t> - e ) )  I  
s2 s3 s2 r1
+ (pMg2 SIN (6 -<J))) i^ 2 -  (pMS3 COS (p-<j>)) I
s3 S
+ (pM COS (p)) I  + (R + pL ) I s2 s2 s3 s3 s3
+ (pM .  COS (p + 0 -  0 ))  I  s3 r1
+ (pM SIN (p + 6 -<)>)) I - V s3 r x2 c
and since Is^ = -Ig2> ^ en reduces to
s20 = (pM COS (d))) I + (R + pL ) Is1 s1 s2 F s2J s2
- (pM  ̂ cos (p)) i g2 + (pm̂ 2 cos (4>-e)) i r1
r
+ (pM SIN (0 -<J>)) I
r  s2 r2- (pMs3 COS (p -<f>)) I + pMS3 COS (P)) II- s1 s1 s2 s2
- (R + pL ) I + (pMr COS (p + 0 -<)>)) IS3 S3 S2 S3 r1
+ (pM SIN (p + e 
S3
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Now applying the dq transformation.
*d cos © ^ sin e *r1
cos (<|> -  e ) sin (e -$) _  Ir2_
leads 
0 =
to the expression
, s2  ̂ s3(pM COS (<t>) - pM COS (p -<t>)) si s1
+ (R + pL - pMS3 COS (P)) I s2 s2 s2 s2
S3 s2
- (pMs3 COS (p) - Rs2 S3
« 3
SIN (P) \ 
-SIN ($)/ d
/ „P r SIN
s2 s3  -SIN (<})) 7 q
Is1
- V
c
Further introducing the change of variables
Iq
gives the final expression 
0 = (pM®^ COS (<|>) - p mJJ COS (p -
ts3
s1
(r+IR + pL - pMs2 s2 s2 COS CP))
/ s3
- <rpHs2 COS (p) - R - pL )s3  sj
s2
s2
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+ (p j ü ^  SIN (|3) \ i »
- SIN (<|>)
+ (pu2 -pj ugû  SIN (p -<t>) ^l’
- SIN ( <t> ) '
- V. (if. 22)
The expression defining the capacitor voltage Vc is 
given by.
V c = 1/C f I dt
J o s3 = -1/C / I dt o s2
.-.pï0 = (- 1/0) X
or 0 = -pV. -(1/C) Ic ' ' ~s2
also the restrictions that
s3 s2
p Is3 = "P lS2
lead to the expression
0 = I _ + I + p Is2 s3 s2 + pis3
(if.23)
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The equations for the windings SI, d ?, iq: remain 
unchanged as defined in equation (if. 19 ) previously 
for the Mode T circuit, while equations (lf.22)and (if.23) 
replace the previous equations for windings S2 and S3.
As the expression for Torque (Te) remains unchang­
ed from the Mode 1 CIRCUIT (See Appendix A2 ) addition 
of this torque expression leads to a 7th order matrix 
equation similar to the Mode 1 equation ( if. 19 ),
v = a ’p i ’ + b i’+ c’e i’+ d ’i ^  i ’+ e ’i ’ i ’
.... (^.2^)
where matrices C %  D*, e ’ remain unchanged from the Mode 
1 circuit (equations if. 19 )j but matrices b ’ and A*
are re-defined as:
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Matrix A ’ (MODE 3 )
LS1 Ms2 COSÍA) s 1 v T/ Ms  ̂cos(/3-<J>)S 1 T/
, 1
U 1
I ’ 
0 0 0
MS2 COS($) si v /
-Ms2C0S(/3-<f>)si ' ' T/
L 0+L Qs2 s3
-2Ms3cOS(i6)s ̂ 0
JU1U Q s i n (/3) 
~- s i n (<|>)
+4[tnxsiN(6 - <t>)
SIN($>) 0 0
0 + 1 + 1 0 0 0 0
s i n (a; T LL r 1 -Tr\U 1U 2C 0S^
¥ 1 0 s i n (0) SIN2 (4>) SIN2 ($) 0 0
U 2
'l U2UISINi<l>-iß) - U 1 U ?C OS ( <(>) T U_ X 0 00 s i n (<J>) s i n 2 (<|>) s i n 2 ($)
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 J™2
FIG. 2 2
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B = R 0 s1 0 0
0 ( R + R  0
\ s2 sj 0
0 0
-1 0
0 + 1  + 1 0 0 0 o
o o 0 u, Ju,a(-cos«t>)) o o
5 — ---- 5---(sin «!>)) Cs i n2(4>) 5
0 0 0 & C 0 S « » ) «a
0 0
(SIN2 «;»)) (SIN «!>))
0 -1/C 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
The Matrix A is shown opposite in fig. 22.
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Note that the changes in matrices B , A 7 from the 
Mode 1 condition consist of:-
B 5 Matrix:
B (2,2) R s 2 to ( R S 2 + V
B (2,6) 0 to -1
B (3,2) 0 to +1
B (3,3) RS3 to +1
B (3,6) +1 to 0
B (6,2) 0 to (-1/C)
B (6,3) (1/C) to 0
Matrix: Rows 2 and 3 altered. All other
elements remaining unaltered.
The system equations have been developed for the 
three principal modes of operation, namely modes 1,2 
and 3, the differences in the equations occuring in 
matrices A* and b ’ in the state variable matrix equation
I = i i, I (■*.25)
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In summary, the Mode 2 equations differ from the 
Mode 1 equations only in the Matrix A*, while the 
Mode 3 equations depart from the Mode 1 equations in 
both the A and B* matrices. However all other
matrices C , D y rare identical for the three Modes 
of operation.
At this stage there remains only to consider the 
effects of including the source Impedance in the system 
equations. The inclusion of this source impedance 
(Lg ) has the effect of altering the A* matrix such 
that for computational purposes it is necessary to 
consider two sub- Modes A and B. These two sub- Modes 
arise due to the presence of the non-linear element, 
namely the diode rectifying bridge, in the circuit.
Fortunately the matrix A remains unaltered for both 
the principle modes of operation (1 and 2), while it 
will be shown that the matrix B*remains unaltered after 
the inclusion of the source impedance into the analysis 
(modes A and B). Hence on combining the A and B modes 
in the analysis requires two differing a ’ matrices and 
two differing Beatrices in the system equations to 
adequately describe the four modes of operation to be 
known as Modes 1A, 1B, 2B, 2A.
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Fig.23s TIME RELATIONSHIP OF MODES 1,2 WITH A,B.
Ls D1~
Fig. 2^: MODE A EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
The overlapping of the Principle modes 1 and 2 
with the two sub-modes A and B to produce the four 
separate modes is illustrated in fig. 23 •
It will also be shown that only one A matrix is 
required in the mode 3 equations after the inclusion 
of the source impedance into the analysis.
*f.6 Mode A
Consider the equivalent circuit (fig. 2b ) defin­
ing the Mode A circuit during the period when the 
supply voltage (Vg) is positive (and large). The
current I f l o w s  via diodes D1 and D3 in the diode 
bridge rectifier. Diodes D2 and Db- remain reversed 
biased.
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Writing the voltage equations for the two current 
loops (I ., I p ) as indicated in fig. 24 gives the 
following:
= VS1 Zs Is
vs = V* s1 2S ^S1 + Ib)
and Vs = V’ s2 + Zs Is
vs = ^ 2 zs « .1 + 1»)

' W T O ' 1
D1
Vg, are negative.
Igl may be positive or negative.
ID is positive.
Pig. 25: MODE B EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.
\0
Û0
00 
j—
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Now since Vg is positive, this second equation (V.26b) 
may be re-written as:
433 K l  - <2 * ( Is1 - I.) .... C.
If Zg is assumed to be totally reactive, then Zg may 
be replaced by pLg , where L is the supply source in­
ductance.
Therefore in order that the source impedance may 
be included in the analysis, equations ( *f.26a) and 
(*+. 26c) must be incorporated into the machine’s state 
equations developed previously.
This manipulation will be detailed further on in 
this section.
tf.7 Mode B
During the period when the supply voltage (V ) iss
negative (and large), the current flow in the diode 
bridge is via diodes D2, D*f as indicated in the equiv­
alent circuit defining the Mode B circuit of fig. 25 • 
Now writing the voltage equations for the two 
current loops in the direction shown for Ig.j and I^as 
indicated in fig. 25 leads to the following:
26c)
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vs = V* Vs1
vs = V*s1
and -Vs = V*vs2
-vs = vs2
s s
's s1
s s
(*f. 27a)
= Vjo + Zg (- Ig1 + IB) (^.27b)
Now since Vg is a negative quantity, equation (*+.27b) 
may be re-written as:
ABS s = VS2 + Zs * .1  + V (*f.27c)
Therefore equations (*f.27a) and (*f.27c) are the de­
fining equations describing the Mode B circuit.
The above relationships (*t.26a,c and *+.27a,c)describ 
ing the Mode A and B circuits are valid during periods 
when the supply voltage Vg and the machine terminal 
voltage Vg-j are of the same polarity. However during 
the brief transition period when Vs passes through 
zero, this criterion may not be satisfied due to the 
presence of the Inductive source impedance Zs.
During the transition period when Vg passes through 
zero, the source impedance has the effect of extending 
the Mode A operation into the period when Vs is negat­
ive and alternatively of extending Mode B operation
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into the period when V is positive. The develop­
ment of the defining equations describing the circuit 
during these transition periods is detailed in 
appendix A3 > however due to the complexity of 
defining these overlap periods in the computer pro­
gram, this aspect of overlap of modes A and B will be 
neglected im the analysis* It has therefore been 
assumed in the computations that the transition be­
tween modes A and B occurs precisely at the point when 
the supply voltage Vg passes through zero*
This approximation will not yield significant 
errors provided the actual transition period is neglig­
ible compared to one cycle of the A.C. supply voltage* 
Such a criterion will be met provided no large 
line currents, such as exist during the switching of 
the thyristors, occur during this transition period* 
Since these large peak line currents which are exper­
ienced during the thyristor switching are generally 
phased at a switching delay angle (©0 in the vicinity
o
of 90 degrees and are unlikely to be phased at ©< = 0  
o
or 186 , this requirement will be generally met. How­
ever if the machine was required to operate at a switch-
o oing delay angle c< = 0 or 18o , then this transition 
period between modes A and B may have to be explored
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in greater depth although it is considered that even 
in these exceptional circumstances the transition 
period may still expected to be small and hence it's 
elimination from the calculations will not influence 
the steady state values of the state variables to any 
appreciable extent.
Therefore in summary the inclusion of modes A 
B in the analysis requires the A* matrix of the system 
equations (*♦•. 19,^»21 ) to be altered as follows
(a) During Mode A period (V positive)s
The matrix A. must be added to the A ’ matrix,
where -1 is defined as:
fl = Ls Ls Ls 0 0 0 0
Ls Ls Ls 0 0 0 0
Ls Ls Ls 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(b) During mode B period (V negative)s
The matrix A* in the system equations must be 
altered by the addition of matrix B-j , where B-j is 
defined by:
L -L -L 0 0 0 0s s s
-L L L 0 0 0 0s s s
-L L L 0 0 0 0s s s
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No other matrices in the system equation require alter­
ation.
Effect of inclusion of Source Impedance into the 
analysis on the Mode 3 equations.
When the motor circuit enters the Mode 3 condition, 
the equivalent circuit consists of only one stator wind­
ing (S1) connected across the supply. The other two 
stator windings (S2, S3), which during Mode 1, 2 condit­
ions are supplied from the supply via the diode bridge 
rectifier become fully isolated from the supply due to 
the reverse bias applied to the diodes and thyristors in 
the circuit.
Therefore the equivalent circuit, as seen from the 
power supply, appears identical as regards the polarity 
of the supply voltage if the motor circuit is operating 
in the Mode 3 condition.
Hence only one set of matrices are required to ad­
equately describe the Mode 3 circuit regardless of power 
supply voltage polarity and the power supply inductance
term L must be added only to the inductance term I . s si
of winding S1 in the mode 3 Af matrix*
9Q.
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SECTION «>
COMPUTING METHODS
The system equations describing the modes of 
operation of this machine have been developed in state 
variable matrix form (equations ^.19, 21, ^.2^) and
may be re-written here as:
.... (5.1 )
As the notation ’ was simply introduced in sect­
ion so as to discriminate between the different mat­
rices after the transformation of variables from the dq 
> ,to the d q axis reference frame, it is now convenient 
to drop this notation \ ) at this point provided it is 
still understood that all matrices and state variables 
referred to are the appropriate d q axis reference 
system matrices and variables.
That is equation (5.1) may be re-written as:
V = Apl + BI + C 0 I + D I . I  + E I. I
(5.2)
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Now after inverting the matrix A and noting that
p represents the operator d , this equation may be
dt
re-written as:
I -1 -1 -1 .A V - (A B I + A C e i
-1
+ A E l i )- “ q ~
-1
+ A D I  I
(5.3)
where I represents the vector (using the transpose form)
Equation (5.3) is now in a form suitable for com­
putation by application of the "Euler" equation, namely 
the value of a variable X at time t^ (i.e. X (t.)) 
may be evaluated from the value of the variable at time
*6
That is
X (tp = X (tQ) + (t1 - tQ) X (tQ)
(5A)
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and successive application of this principle allows 
the evaluation of the variable over any time period (T)
The time increment A t  = - t ) is related to
the total time period T by the expression:
A t  = T
N
where N is the total number of points required to be 
calculated during the time period T*
It must be realised that as N is increased and 
A  t decreased, the accuracy of the computation using 
equation (5**0 must also increase* However as N 
represents the number of computations required during 
the period T, then as N increases the computing time 
also increases proportionally but after an upper bound 
of N is reached the accuracy is not significantly im­
proved* Therefore for practical considerations as re­
gards the available computing time and the desired order 
of accuracy of the computation, a maximum limit on the 
value of N must be imposed*
As the total computing time, for a given N, depends 
on the type of digital computing facility utilised it is 
not possible to state precisely what maximum values for 
N are practical in all cases, however for the computat-
ions presented in a later section a value of N=1000 
waSE utilised without incurring excessive computing 
times while a value as low as N = 300 was found not 
to introduce excessive inaccuracies.
An alternative to the "Euler" equation, which the 
computer program listed in appendix B uses, is the 
"Runge - Kutta" approach which is an extension of the 
"Euler" equation but incorporates higher derivatives 
of the variable. Although expansion of the computer 
program to incorporate the "Runge - Kutta" concept 
was not required for the computing facilities utilised 
in this study, if the computing facilities available 
incurred excessive computing times in order to achieve 
a desired order of accuracy then the introduction of 
the "Runge - Kutta" approach could possibly pay consid­
erable dividends in regards to computing time or order 
of accuracy.
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SECTION 6
THE DETEBMINATION OF MACHINE PARAMETERS
The determination of the machine parameters for 
the prototype motor is required in order that perform­
ance computations may be carried out for that partic­
ular motor design and thereby a comparison between the 
observed and computed performance established.
It is intended in this section that the order of 
magnitude of the parameters is indicated, however the 
exact value of parameters in some cases is not consider­
ed feasible. The parameters only associated with the 
stator are readily determined and the values establish­
ed are considered to be sufficiently accurate for use 
in the performance computations. However it will be 
shown that the determination of parameters associated 
with the rotor is very difficult and the values obtain­
ed must be viewed critically and only used as a means 
of establishing the order of magnitude of the parameters.
The method adopted to determine the parameters 
consists of supply the stator windings S1 and S2 (or 
alternatively S1 and S3) from a two phase voltage 
supply and adjusting the magnitude of these voltages in 
order to obtain a balanced rotating magnetic field in the
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motor air-gap. The point at which the rotating 
magnetic field becomes balanced is indicated by con­
sidering the iron loss component in the power supplied 
by each phase of the two phase supply.
The iron loss component of the power supplied 
by a phase is given by the total power less the copper 
loss (if the mechanical loss is zero), that is:
P (iron) = P (total) - P (copper) watts
The copper loss is calculated from the measured 
values of winding resistance and the R.M.S. current.
P (copper) = 1 I R watts
2
Under balanced field conditions the component of 
the total flux wave contributed by each winding will be 
equal in magnitude but in space and time quadrature.
It is therefore suggested that under such conditions the 
power dissipated in the machine's iron core by each wind 
ing's magnetic field and hence by each phase of the two 
phase supply, will be equal.
d
S1 m s:3+♦ o s2^I o S1 S2 • \  S3 •
*S1 Ii oo
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Fig. 6.1 RELATIVE POLARITIES OF 
WINDING CURRENTS AND
VOLTAGES
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6.1 The Prototype machine Equations
For the prototype machine considered, the follow 
ing parameters are specified:
o
Winding displacement angles <X = 9 0
o
p = 180
Substitution of these values into the machine
equations ( on page60) and complying with the
polarities of the variables as indicated in fig. 6.1,
leads to the following set of simplified machine equat-
ions:
Vs1 = (B . + s1 PV Js1 + *d ...(6.1)
Vs2 - <RS2 + p ls2> Is2
s3- pM I s2 s3
+ PU2 Iq
Vs3 = (RS3 + pi- J  s3
I
s3
s3- pM Is2 s2
- J v i 1q •• •...(6.3)
=  p u .
31 + ‘“I ^ P̂ V J u.u i 1 : e i s2
U n
1 3
e i
s3
+ u u
1 2
e i
q
(6.»f)
Tq = PU2 Zs2 -  p Ps3 + (u2 + PTr  u2> 1,
- Ju.tu e i - t Ju.u. e i '* 1 * s1 r ’ 1 2 <
(6.5)
where u = 
1
, r 2(M ) /R , u s1 r 2
(M1* ) 2 / R s3 r
( < 2)2/Hr>u 3
T = L / R r r r
6 .2 Determination of Stator Winding Parameters 
(i) Resistances
The winding D.C. resistances were measured,when the 
machine was warm, to be 13*3 ohms each. In order to 
achieve the A.C. resistance (at 50 Hz) these values are 
increased by approximately ten per cent i.e. all wind­
ing resistances (A.C.) = 1^.5 ohms
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Ill) Inductances
In all these tests the two phase voltages are ad­
justed until a balanced rotating magnetic field is obtain­
ed, as indicated by equal iron losses (watts) being drawn 
from each phase of the supply*
(a) Machine driven at approximately synchronous speed* 
Windings S1 and S2 excited.
Iron Loss per phase = 16.0 Watts
▼si • I T (120.5) / ° Z ° _ _
VS1 = J T (0.605) /  -79.
Vs2 (10^.5) / - 9 0 °
Xs2 --(IT (o.57) / - 1 6 7
Vs3 = J~2 (101.75) /-&>
Since the machine is driven at synchronous speed with 
a balanced magnetic field present in the air gap, it may 
be deduced that the rotor currents 1^ and Iq are zero. 
Therefore equation (6.1) may be re-written as:
Ts1 * ( E S1 +  P L s 1 > * s1  ................ ( 6 . 6 )
1 0 0 .
and substitution of the values for Vg1 and Ig1, and 
replacing p by the steady state equivalent , leads
to:
(Rs1 + * Ts1/ = 120-5 Z ®
rs1 0.605 /  -79.2
= 37.2 + 3195.2
and equating imaginary terms gives:
3&?L . s1 = 3 195.2 ohms
or L . s1 = 0.61 Henries
Note that the real term 37*2 exceeds the measured 
winding resistance (1*+. 5) due to the presence of an 
equivalent iron loss term.
Similarly for winding S2, equation (6.2) reduces to
Vs2 = (Rs2 + PLs2):Is2 ....<6.7)
which after substitution leads to:
3“ Ls2 = 3 179 ohms
or Ls2 = 0.57 Henries
(b) Machine driven at synchronous speed.
1 0 1 .
Windings S1 and S3 excited only.
Iron: lOSS per phase = 16 Watts
Vs1 = J T ~  (120) /o°
Zs1 = (0.62) /-79.2°
Vs3 = (103) /-90°
^ 3 = i 2 (0.56) /-167°
vvs2 J 2 (101) /-3^7°
Equation (6.3) reduces to:
Vs3 = <Reo + pL _) I _ s3 * s3' s3
which after substitution leads to:
(6.8)
J" Ls 3 = j 180 ohms
* •3 = 0.573 Henries
(c) If the machine is driven at synchronous speed and 
windings S1 and S2 excited only, then equation (6.3) re­
duces to the following for balanced field conditions
102,
(i.e. I
s3
= I = 0 ):
q
s3= (R + pL ) I - pM I s3 s3 s3 s2 s2
........ (6* 9)
and since Is3
s3
s2
0
- V
s3/.
s 2
and on substituting test values given in (a) previously, 
gives:
. s3 = 101,75/ s2 0.57
= j^178,5 ohms
s3 ,or M = 0.567 Henriess2 -----
Other Mutual coupling coefficients between the 
. s2 s3stator windings i.e. Mg  ̂ and Mg.j cannot be measured
due to the windings S1 and S2 (and S1, S3) being in 
, , °(quadrature (i.e. <p = 90 ). However for purposes of
1 0 3 .
supplying data in the computer program, the two co-
s3efficients may be assumed to be equal to M
s2 *
6.3 Determination of parameters associated with the 
rotor.
If the machine is stalled and windings S1 and S2 
excited only, notins that Tfl . Tq - 0 for a short 
circuited rotor, then equation (6.1) and (6. *+) may be 
re-written as:
TS1 “ <ES1 *  » V 1, !  + .
.....(6.10)
Vd = 0 = PU1 Ig1 + (u1 + PTp Ul)Id
or
(1 + pTr) (6.11)
and substitution of (6.11) into (6.10)
(and replacing p by jW) gives:
TS1 ' « „  * Is1 + J  Is1
d  +
10lf.
•• £  uj isi(1+363 T )r + ^ LS1> 1,1
= A + 3 B (6.12)
or (1+ 36>T )
T J
= 1
2
u) u.I 1 s1 A + 3 B
= c  + 3
where A, B, C, D are scalars.
(6.13)
Now by equating real and imaginary terms leads to:
1
~T~
u) u1
• • u
1
and 3t0Tr
2cJ u I 1 si
C
1
2 _ „
^  X,1 °
3 D
(6.1 if)
(6.15)
Equations (6.1*t) and (6.15) may therefore be utilised to 
determine the values of u-j and T .
The following results were obtained when the 
voltages were ajusted for a balanced field and the 
motor stalled.
Vs1 ~ F  (23) /+ *«6 .7°
1.1 = J 2 (0.76) / 0  (Ig  ̂ taken as reference)
vs2 = [2~(20.75) 7 -^3.3°
Is2 = J T  (0.765) 7 -90.3°
Vs3 = J~2~ (jtf. 75) /-I *f.5°
Now substitution of this data into equations (6.12  
6.13) gives
A + j B  = ,f2~(132/ - 8 7 .9 5  )
~3 , o
and G + 3 D = 5*357 x 10 /8 7 .9 5
= (0.1916 + 35.353) x 10-3
Further substitution of C and D into equations (6.1 ,̂ 
6.15) leads to the following values for u-j and Tr :
0•0liV“2 (H - sec)
Tr = 0.0886 (seconds)
1 0 6 .
It would now appear that the values for these 
two parameters have been established, however closer 
examination of the values obtained for (A + 3 B) high­
lights the large phase angle (87«95 ) describing this 
vector. Further investigations indicate that if the 
phase relationship between Vg1 and Ig1 is increased 
by as small as 2 , the effect on the calculated values 
for u1 and Tp is quite significant, producing a de­
crease of approximately forty per cent to the values 
obtained previously. The values calculated for u. and 
Tp must therefore be treated as possibly containing con­
siderable inaccuracies.
Similar approaches to the above have been applied 
to calculate the values for U2 and u,, yielding values 
closely corresponding to the value of u-j.
Considerable manipulations of the machine's equat­
ions and different approaches have also been attempted 
to more reliably establish the values of these paramet­
ers, however it has been concluded that all these meth­
ods feature similar aspects of containing large phase 
angles, in the vicinity of 90 , throughout the calcul­
ations and therefore are not considered to yield reli­
able results. However the order of magnitude of the 
parameters has been established.
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Subsequent use of these parameters in the comput­
er program have yielded obvious inconsistencies in the 
computed values for the state variables, and hence the
values of these parameters (u n,  u . t ) have beeni 2 3’ r
altered with these new values being used throughout all 
computations. The values of the parameters subsequent­
ly used in the computations being:
0.031
u. = 0.03
0.057
In a number of computations of the machine's per­
formance , slight inconsistencies are still apparent 
and which are attributed to the above values for u-j, uo, 
Uo or T being slightly in error, however further ad­
justment of these values has not been attempted.
6.^ Power Supply Source Impedance
For running the prototype machine, a test set-up 
incorporating a variable voltage supply was utilised. 
This supply source represented a considerable impedance 
hence necessitating the inclusion of this impedance 
value in the computations.
U1 = 
U2 =
1 0 8 .
By running the prototype motor and observing the 
voltage drop at the machine's terminals and the line 
current during the period of switching the thyristors, 
enabled an approximate value for the source impedance
to be evaluated. The following results being obtain­
ed:
Supply voltage Vg = l»t0 V ^  = 200 V (peak) 
Voltage drop at terminals = -120 V
Approx, rate of change of line current
5= 1.2 x 10 MPS/See.
Now Voltage drop = — L d Is ___s
dt
•• 1» = 0.001 Henries.
6 .5 Polar Moment of Inertia
(a) Measurement by retardation Test
By carrying out a retardation test on a single phase 
capacitive start induction motor of identical frame size 
to the prototype motor, a value for the polar moment of 
inertia was obtained as follows:
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(a) Motor running at near synchronous speed 0500 RPM, 
157 RAD/Sec.).
Total measured power input =
Line current =
Therefore Copper loss =
Hence Friction and Windage 
loss at 1500 RPM =
750W
3 .5 (RMS) 
180 W
750 - 180
570 Watts
„  „  2  580 Kg m /Sec
This friction and windage loss also represents the re­
tarding power P* imposed on the motor.
If the power supply is now removed from the motor, the 
retarding power P’ will now cause the motor speed to de­
crease in accordance with the following:
P - J CO„ du3" 
dt
2where J = Polar moment of Inertia (Kg m )
s Mechanical angular velocity (RAD/ Sec.) 
A recording of the speed of the motor indicated an in­
itial decelleration of speed of:
d cOn 
dt~
-98 RAD/Sec'
1 1 0 *
Therefore at the moment of removal of the power 
supply the following relation exists:
J = - P* = - 580
" ' ............................................
^ / dt 157 (- 98)
= 0 . 037*f Kg - ia 2
(b) Calculation of J from first Principles
Consider the machine's rotor as a solid iron 
cylinder with mass M and radius r.
For the motor considered, the approximate dimens­
ions of the rotor are:
Diameter = 2r = 10 cm - 0.1 ia 
Length = 20 cm = 0.2 ia
2 oTherefore the volume = (0.2) Tf (.05) nr
3Now assuming a density of 8g/cm gives a total mass of 
approximat ely:
M = 25 Kg
From first principles the polar moment of inertia 
(J) is given by: 2
J = M r for a cylinder
2 2Therefore J = 25 (0.05)
2
= 0.0362 Kg - m2
which is a similar value to that measured in (a).
1 1 1 . *
SECTION 7
COMPARISON BETWEEN OBSERVED AND COMPUTED WAVEFORMS.
The development of an analysis technique capable of 
computing the performance of an electrical motor necess­
itates comparisons be made between the observed and com­
puted waveforms of state variables for an operating mach­
ine in order that the validity of the computational tech­
nique may be established.
The analysis technique and the computer program 
(listed in appendix B) developed for predicting the per­
formance of the “Quasi - Two Phase Induction Motor” have 
been applied using the prototype motor parameters, estab­
lished in section 6, and it has been found that a high 
degree of correlation exists between the observed and com­
puted waveforms. Such computations having been carried 
out for a number of different combinations of variable 
parameters such as machine loading, supply voltage and the 
value of thyristor commutating capacitance C.
It is therefore intended in this section to provide 
graphical results of the computations obtained for the 
prototype motor and against which a comparison may be made 
with the actual observed waveforms, thereby establishing 
the validity of the analysis technique.
1 1 2
In addition the information presented may also be used
to indicate the effect of changing such parameters) how­
ever it is not suggested that sufficient data is provided 
to §ptimise the machine design.
The information presented consists of a photograph 
of the observed variable, below which is a graphical pre­
sentation of the computed waveform. This graph has been 
directly machine plotted by use of a peripheral plotter 
linked to a digital computer, in this case a Hewlett- 
Packard 9862A plotter linked to a Hewlett Packard 983OA 
desk top calculator. The photographs were obtained by 
use of a Polaroid camera attached to an oscilloscope.
Additionally, in a number of cases, facing these re­
sults is a direct comparison of the observed and computed 
waveforms obtained by directly overplotting on an enlarge­
ment of the observed waveform photograph. During the en­
largement process, the photograph was also photographically 
reversed in order to obtain a black trace on a white back­
ground. In some cases where an enlarged (and reversed) 
photograph of the waveform is not available, the computed 
waveform is plotted to an enlarged scale ( x2).
Machine parameters used in the computations are those 
established in section 6 and are as follows:
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= R = R = 11*. 5 ohms
s2 S3
= 0.61 Henries
= L = 0.572 Henries 
* 0.56? Henries
s3 0= M = 0.567 Henries (Nominal since ̂ =90 )si
= 0.031 (H - sec.)
= = 0.03 (H - sec.)
= 0.057 secs.
= 90°, 0 = 180°,o<= 90°
Computations have been carried out for a range of 
values of commutating capacitance C (1f,8,9.25 mF), for 
both no-load (6 approx, equal to synchronous speed =
31 Rad/sec.) and Stall (O = 0) conditions.
For both of these loading conditions, values of =
0 and F (coefficient of friction) = 0.001 were utilised, 
however in cases requiring the motor to be stalled an 
additional statement was included in the computer program 
i.e.
576 LET X (7,1) = 0
This statement equates the variable 6 to zero prior 
to each calculation during the program, thereby eliminating
Rs1
L
M
M
U
s1
s2
s3
s2
s2
s1
1
u2
T
<l>
1-1 If.,
the need to precisely specify the values of Tt and F 
Such an approach may equally be used in carrying out 
performance computations at any speed rather than speci­
fying the exact loading values applicable.
The value for J (Polar moment of inertia) used in 
the program was 0.075 rather than 0.037 as determined in 
section 6. This was due to the observed waveforms being 
obtained with the prototype motor coupled to a single 
phase capacitive start motor of identical frame size there­
by doubling the value of J. This arrangement was adopted 
so that the prototype motor could be readily stalled by 
exciting the single phase motor from a variable supply.
The waveforms were obtained at reduced supply voltages 
(120V, 100V) rather than the rated voltage of 2*+0V due to v 
the limitations of the current measuring probe attachment 
on the oscilloscope, which precludes the measurement of 
currents in excess of approximately 15 amperes (peak).
This limitation of the instrument may be observed in the 
observed waveforms for the supply line current where the 
peak currents are clipped by the current measuring instru­
ment.
Graphical data presented in this section include wave­
forms of the supply line current (Is) and the difference 
between stator currents Iso and Is3 as well as waveforms
for all stator and rotor currents and the commutating
capacitance voltage Vc. Of particular interest is the
correlation obtained between the observed and computed
waveforms for the difference current (I - I ) sinces2 s3
this is the effective magnetic flux producing current ob­
tained from stator windings S2 and S rather than in­
dividual state variable currents $ and I .s2 s3
Waveforms of the computed developed Torque T„ are 
presented in section 7.7 with the average value of each 
waveform shown. It should be noted that when examining 
these waveforms that these pertain to conditions of reduc­
ed supply voltage (100V and 120V) and are therefore con­
siderably less in magnitude than would be expected at the 
rated voltage of 2*+0V.
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SECTION 7.1
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mE,Voltage=100V, cx=90
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Pig.7'/ : DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (-- )
STATOR CURRENT I . WAVEFORMS
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mF,Voltage=100V,tx =90*.
0 - 10 msec 20
FIG.7*2: STATOR CURRENT ^  WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0 ^g.aSmF.Voltage^OOV.c^go’ 
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM 
(to) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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Fig.7-3 : DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (--
STATOR CURRENT I - WAVEFORMS
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mF,Voltage=100V, =90°
0 JO msec 20
(a)
at Slip=1.0 >C=9.25mF>Voltage= 1007^=90*
120.
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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12
10-
-4
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=9.25mF,Toltage=1007,o<=90
6
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10 msec 2(
(a)
(b)
; STATOR CURRENT Ig3 WAVEFORM 
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mF,Voltage=100V,o<=900
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1 2 3 .
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9. 25mE,Voitage= 100V
(a) ROTOR CURRENT Íd
(b) ROTOR CURRENT fq
\2b.
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Pig.7* 8 : DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED ( —
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE Vc WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mP,Voltage=100V,o<=90^
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PIG.7. 9: CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=9.25mE*Voltage= 100V
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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PIG. 7.1 a STATOR CURRENT WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0 ,C=9.25mP,Voltage=100V,o(=90‘’
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1 2 7 .
Pig.7.11: SUPPLY LINE CURRENT L. WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0,C=9.25mP,Voltage=100V,o< =90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
SECTION 7.2
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
Slip=1.0,C=8.0 mE,Voltage=100V,o(*90
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Fig.7* /Z l DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (___
STATOR CURRENT I WAVEFORMSs1
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,c<=90t
1 3 0 .
-&■
FIG.7.13s STATOR CURRENT Igi WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,oc=90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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Fig.7'/f: DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (---
STATOR CURRENT Is2 WAVEFORMS
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,o<=90.
1 3 2 .
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,<*=90 
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(t>) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
r
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Fig.7*/£: DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (-- )
STATOR CURRENT Is3 WAVEFORMS
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mP,Voltage=100V,oi=90*.
0 10 msec 20
(a)
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mP,Voltage=1007fo<=900
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
PIG.7.18: COMPUTED ROTOR CURRENT WAVEFORMS
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,o<=900
(a) ROTOR CURRENT Id
(b) ROTOR CURRENT Iq
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Fig.7*/?: DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (-- ) AND COMPUTED (---)
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE V„ WAVEFORMSc
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 nF,Voltage=100V,c* =90t
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600
FIG.220: CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage= 100Vjo^O0
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
138.
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Fig.7'£/: DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED ( ) AND COMHJTED (-- )
STATOR CURRENT {1 & 2 -!&■*, ) WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=1.0 ,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V,ex=90®
1 3 9 .
FIG.7.22 STATOR CURRENT WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0 ,0=8.0 mE,Voltage=100V,«'=90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1*+0
at Slip=1.0,C=8.0 mP,Voltage=100¥,o<=9o‘'
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
SECTION 7.3
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
Slip=1.0,C=4.0 mP,Voltage=100V,c< =90
1if2.
AM
PS
8
6
FigJ 'Z fc  DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (___)
STATOR CURRENT Is1 WAVEFORMS
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=100V,<*=90!
at Slip=1.0 ,C=4.0 mF, Vol tage= 100V a -900
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1*0 .
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FIG.7.26: STATOR CURRENT WAVEFORM
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=4.0 mF,Voltage= 100V,0̂ =90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
iMf.
(a)
12
10
4 (b)
PIG.727: STATOR CURRENT WAVEFORM
at Slip* 1,0 ,C=4.0 mPjToltageslOOV^SO0
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1*+6 .
PIG. 7.28: COMPUTED ROTOR CURRENT WAVEFORMS
at Slip=1.0 ,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=1007,o(=90<>
(a) ROTOR CURRENT I*d
(b) ROTOR CURRENT I*
q
1*f 7.
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Fig.7'29: DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE Vc WAVEFORMS
at Slip= 1.0 ,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=100V,c< =90*.
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(a)
PIG.7.30: CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip=1.0 ,C=4.0 mP,Voltage=100V,oi=90
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1.̂ 9.
-)
STATOR CURRENT (Iß2“ls3) WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=1.0 ,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=100V,o<=90.
150.
FIG.7.32: STATOR CURRENT (Igg-Igj) WAVEFORM
at Slip* 1.0 ,C=4.0 mF, Voltage* 100V ,<*=90®
(a) OBSERVES) WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
151.
at Slip=1.0,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=100V, =90
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
Slip=0.025,0=3.25mE,Voltage=120V ,cx =90
SECTION 7.4
at Slip=0.025> C=9.25mF,Voltage= 120V,<*=90 °
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
PIG.735:STATOR CURRENT ]g2 WAVEPORM
at Slip=0.025vC=9.25mP,Voltage= 120V,«x=90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEPORM 
(to) COMPUTED WAVEPORM
15.5.
PIG.7.16:STATOR CURRENT I , WAVEFORMs3
at Slip= 0.025, C=9.25mF,Voltage= 120V,<*= 90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
156.
at Slip=O.Q25,C=9.25mF,Voltage= 1207,<<=90°
(a) ROTOR CURRENT 1^
(b) ROTOR CURRENT i’
157.
i__ o ______________10__________ msec_____20
FIG.7.38: CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip=0J025^C=9.25mF, Voltage= 120V,oC= 90°
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
1?8.
Br
6 '
159.*»
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM/
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
SECTION 7.5
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
SIip=0.025,C=8.0 mE,Voltage=120V ,o< = 90
i6r.
at Slip=0jD25,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=120V,o<’=90<’
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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Fig.7*4-2: DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED ( —
STATOR CURRENT I 2 WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=0JD25,C=8.0 mF,Voltage= 120V,=90t
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FIG.?. *6: STATOR CURRENT Is2 WAVEFORM
at Slip=0jQ25,C=8.0 mF, Voltage« 120V,<*=90
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
I
16̂ .
(a)
at Slip=0.025,C=8.0 mF.Voltage-iaOV,*-^0
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
10
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PIG.7.u5:COMHJTED rotor current waveforms
at Slip=0j025,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=120V,oi=90e>
(a) ROTOR CURRENT i’a
(b) ROTOR CURRENT 3q
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F i g . : DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (---)
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE V WAVEFORMS
V
at Slip=OJ025,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=120V, c< =90?
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(a)
PIG.7.I+7S CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip=0.025,0=8.0 mF.VoltagesIBOV^iX)®
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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PIG.^*<8:STATOR CURRENT (lS2-IS3) WAVEFORM
at Slip=0.025,0=8.0 mF.Voltage^OV.o^O0
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
16?.
Fig.7.lf9: SUPPLY LINE CURRENT I$ WAVEFORM
at Slip=0.025,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=120V,c< =90' 
„ (a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
SECTION 7.6
Comparison of Observed and Computed CURRENT and 
VOLTAGE Waveforms at:
Slip=0.025,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,o<=90
171.
AM
PS
Pig.7-Scr. DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (---)
STATOR CURRENT I . WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=Oj025,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,e< =90!
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r
0 10 msec 20
(a)
FIG.^ 51 s STATOR CURRENT Is1 WAVEFORM
at Slip=0X)25,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,«=90i> 
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM 
(Id) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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(a)
at Slip=0.025,0=4.0 mF.Voltage^OV.c^SO0
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
\
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
17*f.
(a)
PIG. 7.53: STATOR CURRENT I s5 WAVEFORM
at Slip=0.025»C=4.0 mP,Voltage=120V,o(=900
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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FIG.7.5̂ : COMHJTED ROTOR CURRENT WAVEFORMS
at Slip=0.025»C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,o<=90<’ 
(a) ROTOR CURRENT 3̂
(U) ROTOR CURRENT 1^
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Fig.7»55: DIRECT COMPARISON OF OBSERVED (--- ) AND COMPUTED (
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE Vc WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=0£)25,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,<<=90t
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PIG.7.56î CAPACITOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORM
at Slip=O.Œ5,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V/<=90<>
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
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Pig.7-57: DIRECT COMPARISON OP OBSERVED {--- ) AND COMPUTED (---)
STATOR CURRENT (ls2-Is,) WAVEFORMS 
at Slip=0£25,C=4.0 mP,Voltage=120V,o< =90*.
FIG.7.58:STATOR CURRENT (I .-I J  WAVEFORM
ad S3
at Slip=0.025;c=4.0 mF,Voltage*120V,oc=90*
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
r
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at Slip=0.025,C=4.0 mF,Voltage=120V,«* 90“
(a) OBSERVED WAVEFORM
(b) COMPUTED WAVEFORM
SECTION 7.7
Comparison of Computed Developed TORQUE T 
Waveforms♦
182.
Fig .7.60: COMPUTED DEVELO FED TORQUE T^
at Slip=1.0,C=9.25mF,Voltage=100V
oi =90°
183.
Fig.7.61: COMPUTED DEVELOPED TORQUE TE
at Slip=1.0,C=8.0 mF,Voltage=100V
oc =90°
I8*f.
F i g . 7 £ 2 i COMPUTED DEVELOPED TORQUE T-g
at Slip=1.0,0=4.0 mP,Voltage=100V 
oi =90°
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Pig.7.635 COMPUTED DEVELOPED TORQUE TE
at Slip=0.025,C= 9.25mE,Voltage=120V
<*=90°
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Fig.7.Ö+: COMPUTED DEVELOPED TORQUE T-g
at Slip=0.025,0=8.0 mP,Voltage=120V 
<* =90°
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Pig.7.65: COMPUTED DEVELOPED TORQUE Tw£
at Slip=0.025,C=4.0 mP,Voltage=120V 
a<=90°
I
i
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SECTION 8 
CONCLUSION
An analysis technique has been developed which is 
capable of reliably predicting the performance of a 
"Quasi - Two Phase Induction Motor". It has been ob­
served that the computed waveforms for the various 
current and voltage variables, describing the motor's 
performance, exhibit a close correlation to the observed 
waveforms of a prototype operating motor. It is there­
fore envisaged that the analysis equations and the com­
puter program developed in this study would be of signif­
icant value in any motor optimisation study undertaken.
Although it is not the prime intention in this study 
to attempt to optimise any of the variable parameters of 
the machine, nevertheless from the observed and computed 
waveforms presented in section 7, a number of conclusions 
may be drawn as to the effects of changing the value of 
the commutating capacitance C, in particular in regards 
to the supply line current waveform and the developed 
Torque. Variation of the value of C appears to have 
little influence on the average value of the developed Tor 
que Tjg of the motor, however the waveform of the supply 
line current Is is quite markedly altered.
189.
It is therefore expected that any optimisation routine 
adopted would attempt to improve the supply line current 
waveform by the variation of the value of the commutat­
ing capacitance C, while it would be attempted to in­
crease the developed torque of the motor by variation of 
other motor parameters such as machine winding displace­
ments and inductances as well as the thyristor firing de­
lay angle <*.
1 9 0 .
APPENDIX A1
TRIGONOMETRIC MANIPULATIONS 
USED IN TEXT.
(i) Refer to Section V page *t2.
Let z = cos (p + e - 4 ) ir1 + s i n (p + e - <j>) ip2 
Z =(cOS p COS (6 - 4) - SIN p SIN (6,-4))lr1
+(siN B COS ( 6 - 4 )  + COS p SIN (6 - 4))lr2
Now substituting the dq transformation gives:
(- SIN <()) Z = |cOS p COS (6 -<j>) - SIN p SIN (6 - 4)jx
IsiN ( 6 - 4 )  Ifl - SIN 6 I J  
+ JsiN P COS ( 6 - 4 )  + COS p SIN (6 -4)Jx
|I COS (6 - 4) Id + COS 6 I 1
= K30S p COS (6 - <)>) SIN (6 - <p)Id
2 2 A
- SIN p COS (6 - 4) Id-SIN P SIN (® -4) I(
- COS p SIN (6 - 4) COS (6 -4) id
- COS P SIN 6 COS (6 - 4) I'1
+ SIN p COS 6 COS (6 - 4) Iq
(ii)
(-SIN
191.
+ SIN p SIN e SIN (e - <j>) I
+ cos p cos e sin ( e -  ♦ > * r i
- SIN p Id + SIN (©-<(>) ISIN © SIN P +COS pdOSs|lq
+ cos (e -  <t>) [sin p cos e -  cos p sin ©Jiq
- sin p i + jsiN (e -4») cos(p-e)+cos(e-4>)
SIN (p - €»J Iq
- SIN (P) Id + s i n ((© -<(>) + (P-©))l
- (SIN P) I + (SIN (P -4») I a q
Refer to Section b page b*J
) v d= s i n „ (© -  <|>) v r 1  -c o s  (<}>- e ) v r 2
= Mg1 s i n  ( e -  <|>)cos e p i g1
-M s i n  (e  -< |> )s i n  (©) e i  .s1 S1
+ ms2  s i n  (e  -<t>) cos (4>- e) p i g2
+ m* sin (s -<j>) sin (<t> - e) è i g2
+ m * sin (e  -<|>) co s (p +  e-<j>)pig3
192.
-Mg, s im e - <|>)siN(p+e -<|>)é i s3
*r s in  (© -<j>)i -s iN (e - <|>)s in  e i
-  SIN <p
+L.
( -SIN <J> )
+L.
(-SIN <J>)
s in  (e -<t>)pid-siN(e-<f>)siN e pi
s i n (e-4>)cosce- <|>>© i d-siN(e-<(>)cos(e)ê i q
-Mg1 cos(<(>-e)siN e p ig1 -  Mg1 cos(<|>-e)cos(e)e i s1
r 2 •
-M 0 cos«(>-e)siN(e-4>)pi .- u *  cos ($-e)e is2 s2 s2 s2
-Mr cos(<|)-e)siN(B+e-<J))pi , - m cos(<M)cos(ß+e-<f)ei S3 S3 s3 S3
-R
( - s i n 4>)
-Lr
(-SIN 4> ) 
-Lr
(-SIN 4> )
-cos2(<j>-©)i- + cos(<f>-e)cos(e) i q
(-cos (4>- e)pid+cos(<f>-e) cos e p i(
(-cos«J>- e) s in  (<J>-e) êi -cos(<f>-e)siN(e)è i (
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(-SIN <j>)V d = Mr (-sin ( ♦ -e ) c o s  e -c o s ( < M )sin e ) p i . s1 S1
- m^ (-sin e s iN « ()-e )+ c o s  e c o s ( < M ) ) ê  i s1  
-M^2 ( s iN 2 C ^ -e )+ c o s2 («j>-e)) è i
- m ( s i n  (<p-e) cos (p +e -0 ) +cos (<j>-e) s i n  (p+e-^))pi
+M (siN(<f>-e)siN(p+e-<|>) -c o s  (<{>-e) cos(p+e-*>) *ei 
s3
*r ;s iN 2 « ^ -e )+ c o s 2 (<í>-e)) i
( - s i n  <J>) _
+ ( s i n  (4>-e) s i n  e -  cos e c o s ( $ -e ) )  i
+L. 2 2 (s i n  (< M )+ c o s  (<l>-e)pi
(-SIN <f>)
+ (siN (<i>-e)siN  e -c o s  e cos(<t>- e) p i
+L ( s iN ( ^ -e ) c o s  e+siN  e cos(<J>-e) è  i
(-sin <f>)__
-Mr SIN«>)pI .-M* COS($)ê I 4 s1 S1 s1 s1 ,
r X -M e is2 s2
SIN B pi -Mr COSO) ö I J s3 s3 s3
+R
C-SIN <f> )
+ L,
i d - cos <p I q
(-SIN <f>) __
pld - COS (<f>) pi
+ L.
(-SIN <(>)
(sin (<t>) e i
which is the required result»
19^.

Matrix dLd6
0 0
1 1 
0
■ 1 
- M ^ 1 SIN(e) Mg •) COS(©) 0
0 0 0 M^ 2 SIN (<$>-©) m ^2 C OS(©-<}>) 0
0 0 0 -M^ SIN(|9 + ©-<j>) COS(0+©-<|>) 0
-m1, susr(e) M37s2 s i n (4>-©)
r-M Qs3
SIN(0+e-<f>)
0 0 0
cos(e) r
Ms 2
cos (©-<{>) M^„ COS({J + ©-<j>) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Fiff. ft /
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m mn12 - A2
DERIVATION OF THE TORQUE EXPRESSION
(a) From considerations of the stored energy In the 
magnetic fields.
By considering the system equations ( ^.*+,^.20 ) 
of the form:
V = R I + p ( L I ) ---- (A2.1)
an expression for the developed torque may be expressed 
in the general form:
Te = 1 I dL I .... (A2.2)
2 t de
The derivation of this expression is well document­
ed in the literature (reference (1 ) p76) and need not 
be reproduced here.
Now for this machine considered and the Inductance
matrix L shown on page ( 3 7  ), the matrix dL reduces to
"deas shown opposite in Fig. A1.
19 7>
As the expression for torque is required in 
terms of variables in the "stationary" axis refer­
ence system in order to be compatible with the system 
equations 1+.16 Con page 53 ), it is necessary to trans­
form the Impedance matrix dL to the new reference
de"
axis frame.
Since all transformations have been chosen so as 
to conserve the "Invariance of power", the transform­
ation of the impedance matrix must also satisfy this 
criterion.
Now if the state variable vector has been trans­
formed by the matrix A
I = A I
"dq ~r
1
I = A I
r "dq
C I
“dq
then it may be shown (reference 1 page 33) that for In­
variance of power, any Impedance matrix must be trans­
formed as follows:
Z = S 2 5dq t r
198
If a further transformation is applied to the 
state variable vector, that is
>I B I-dq -dq
op I D i’-dq dq
then z — D Z D-dq -dq -
D”t ( C Z C ) D ~t ~r ~ *
Therefore the required transformation for the Impedance
matrix dL is given by: 
d©
/«•y = et st e ..... (A2.*o
\d6'dq V d6 '
Nov for the transformation matrices C, D defined
as follows
199.
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 sin (e -<í>)
-SIN (0)
-sin (e)
-SIN (<J>)
0
0 0 0 -cos(<J>-e) cos e 0
-SIN ( <f> ) -SIN (<f>)
0 0 0 0 0 1
200»
D = 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
6 0 1 0
0 0 0 Mr
s \
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
and for the Impedance matrix
(page 196), the expression
( £ }  *VdS'dq
C
~t
D
"t
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
4 /  °
*r
0 1
dL as defined previously
di
/ dL \ D C 
V d? /
reduces to the following:
201.
dL ’ = 0 0 0 ' 1 ; «1d0 dq
0 0
!
0 ! 
1
K
1
f 0
!
0 0
1
0 ! 1i o
*— -J , 
! 0 0
■
0
1 'c
t^
1
!
! 0 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0 0
i
where E is a 3 ï 2 matrix d§fined ass
5 = ^ _________
SIN(<f>)
(sin e sin ( e-<t>) 
+cos e cos(4>-e))
I------- 2 2
>F1 U2  ( s i n  e+cos e)
-S IN (0)
^(SIN«f>-0)SIN(0-<i>) > y  u2 f  (SIN(0)SIN(<J>-0) ^
-s iN « i> )^ -c o s (e -< î!)c o s (< j) -e )K 1 s i n «J>)V - co s  (e) co s (e-<J>))/
J v i
SIN  (0)
( s i n  (p+©-<f>) siN(e-<t>) 
+cos (<p~e) cos (p+e-<j>)
u2u3 /(sin e siNO+e-<t>)
-s iN (< j> r+ c o s e cos(p+©-<t>)
-w\
and which after further trigonometric manipulation re­
duces to:
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K = U1 (  cosftj»)
V SIN«t>)
) ! (  J -----  )
/ ' V (-SIN (0))/
-4
\[U1U; ( J —  )  ' SIN (<£) / "2 (
COS (<f>) 
(-SIN (<f>)))
( cos (p)  ̂ I | u2U3 f COS (0 -<t>  ̂
' SIN (<$>) ' I ' (-SIN ($))
L
and matrix Kj. is a 2 x 3 matrix and is the transpose of
5 .
The developed torque T is defined by the express6
ion:
where
Te = j_ dl, ’2 d6 dq
it - D is-
I i s2 s3
I
and which after substitution reduces to the following:
Te= Is1<u., COS(4>)/SIN(<f>)) -Iq ^ ( f u ^ y s i N  (<!>))
+Id Is2 Is2(u2 COS (<D)/SIN (<*>))
+Id J s 3  (JU1U3 COS(p)/SIN(<|>) ) -Iq Ig3( Ju2u3 COS(P-(p)/ 
SIN (i>)) .... (A2. 5)
2oy.
Matrix G 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
U 1 COS(<f>) K  °2 cos(0) 0 T % r\U 1 U2 0SIN(<J>) s i n (0>) SIN (0) s i n (<J>)
" K  U2 -U2 cos(<f>) ” Ju2u3cos 03-00 -TrJ U ,u 2 p 0s i n (<J>) SIN(0>) SIN (<p ) SIN(0>)
0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig. R 2-
20k.
(b) From considering the Rotational Coefficient 
Matrix £, after transformation of Variables.
The machine equations after transformations to the 
"stationary" reference axes is of the form (refer page 
5 5 ) *
V* = §’ i’ + pLi’ + q ’ k i’ .... (A2.6)
By multiplying each side of this equation by 
I* , the power equation is obtained
!t Y = il B’i’ + î  W )  l’ + I’ Q’ è i*
Now by considering each term of this power equa­
tion it may be deduced (reference 1, p8D that the
torque T is defined by the expression:
6
Te = I* g ’ I* .... (A2.7)O - —
For this machine considered, the Rotational co­
efficient matrix G in equation*f.l6g (page 55) is defin 
ed byr: the matrix shown opposite in Fig. A2.
20?.
Subsequent substitution of the matrices into equation 
( A2.7 ) leads to the following expression for the 
developed torques
Te = 1^ Ig1 (U1 COS (0)/ SIN (<f>))
' (J V 2 ' SIR C,W)
+ 1* i (Jinr / sin (<*>))d sZ * 1 2
- I* I (u COS (<J>) / SINq s2 2
+ i* cos cp) / sin (<p))
- Iq Ig3 (Ju U COS (0 -4>) / SIN (<J>))
-  Z’a K  ( Tr SIH m
- Tr fnr / SIN (<*>)) .... (A2.8)
which is the same expression as derived previously from 
the expression 1 I dL I . (i.e. equation A2.5)
2 dO
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—  ■<—  Vl — + D1 I D--------------* v v v v v  *— ----------------- M -------------r * —-------------------> . \  r  « ^I s = ( I s 1 + I D )  '«r r *r V  /I > 1 \  /  ♦^  /y S  v  /  t4 - 3  \  /  1 50 Vs1
V
v/ \ Ys2
✓ D3 \
-— W — ^
Vs is négative 
v ’ is positive 
I . is positive
VL = " Ls dIscTE~
Fig. A3: EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT FOR MODE A.
V_ GOING FROM + to - .O
2 0 7 .
APPENDIX -A3 
MODE A t B ANALYSIS
(i) Transition period - SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vg going from 
+ to -
Refering to the equivalent circuit shown in fig. A3, 
and writing the voltage equations for the I . current 
loop gives:
+v = s - h
•• <1 = vs + \
*
and since V_ is negative ’ Vs1 will be positive provided!
and ABS
VT is positive L
V \  ABS V L /  s
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Now during the period when the supply voltage 
becomes negative the circuit remains in Mode A 
operation provided:
VL
ABS
is negative 
is positive
> ABS
Now 1« "s ' ■‘•.D ' ■‘■si= - 1■“i
= - L
1  ( In + I „ J
dt
(I + I . ) D s1
Therefore V. is positive 
provided p(ID + I ) is negative
Hence if V is negative, the circuit operates in Mode 
B unless if:-
LgP d D + I .) = negative
ABS P( I D+ > ABS
during which period, the circuit remains in Mode A 
operation.
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vs is positive 
V ’i is négative 
Is-| may be + or - 
V;L is positive
= -l a (i )= -i,d_ (-1 » i )
Zt s a t
Fig. A*f* EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT MODE B 
Vg COING FROM - TO +
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(ii) Transition period V_ going from - to +
Referring to the equivalent circuit fig.AU describ­
ing this period and writing the voltage equation for
the current loop leads to
+V = v ’ + V s s1 L
* •
+ V + L _d
dt
(- Is1 ^  )
Wow since Vg is positive, the necessary requirements
for this circuit condition to be maintained (i.e* V*s1
negative) are
V is positive Xi
and ABS \  ABS Vs
Therefore during the period when Vs is positive, 
the circuit remains in Mode B operation provided the 
above requirements are fulfilled.
•*
Now since V, -h £  « B  - I „  )dt
Therefore V will be positiveJLi
provided _jl (I - I ) is negative 
dt D s1
Therefore while V is positive, the circuit
may still remain in the the Mode B configuration 
provided
d (I - Ig )̂ is negative 
dt
L ps ^and ABS
APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING
213.
APPENDIX B
(i) DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
It is not proposed here to provide a detailed 
description of every statement contained in the pro­
gram, however a number of features of the program re­
quire explanation.
The program has been written in the "BASIC" lang­
uage and printing of output statements are those used by 
the "Data General - NOVA” computers.
Due to the number of matrices required to be defin­
ed at various times during the program and the limitat­
ion of the number of Alphabetic symbols available to de­
fine such matrices, it has been necessary to re-use a 
number of alphabetic symbols throughout the program.
The values of the motor parameters are entered at 
the beginning of the program in the DATA statements and
are stored in the matrix P (7»7).
The total number of calculations to be carried out 
during one cycle of the A.C. supply is defined by the 
variable P1 (= 1000) and the variable R1 is used as a 
counter during the program to designate the position 
during the cycle. Its value being incremented from 0 
to P1 (1000) which define the end points of the A.C.
cycle and correspond to the time when the supply volt­
age is maximum (and positive).
The computation is "steered'* or directed to the 
Mode 1 or Mode 2 equations by statements 670 to 673 and 
819 to 822 which include the firing delay angle A3 in 
the expressions. Similarly statements 612 to 61 dir­
ect the compution in the direction of the Mode A or Mode 
B matrices as required.
The time at which the computation is required to 
enter the Mode 3 configuration cannot be precisely stat­
ed. Therefore the method of determining whether the 
computation should be carried out using the Mode 3 mat­
rices consists of firstly computing the state variables 
by use of the Mode 1 or 2 equations and then examining 
the computed values of the state variables Ig2 and Ig^
(i.e. X (2, R1) and X (3, R1)). Since the physical 
circuit requires that (Ig2 + ^ 3) must be only positive
or zero, if on examining the computed value of (IS2+ 1 3 3 ) 
indicates a negative value then the computation is direct 
ed to the Mode 3 matrices and the calculation for the 
state variables repeated.
The program then continues to direct the computation 
to the Mode 3 matrices (by the value of the variable M1) 
on successive computations until it is detected by the
214,
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value of the diode bias voltage D1 that the circuit 
diodes and thyristors have become forward biased once 
again. The value of M1 is then made equal to 1 and 
the computation proceeds to the Mode 1 or 2 matrices.
The determination of the diode bias voltage D1 is 
carried out in statement numbers 1500 to 1511. State-
V
ment 1512 compares the value of D1 with 1.5 which repre­
sents the approximate value of two diodes plus one thy­
ristor forward voltage drops (3x0.5). It should be 
noted that due to this "steering" logic from Mode 1 
(or Mode 2) to Mode 3 and then from Mode 3 back to Mode 1 
(or 2) that the possibility exists for the program be­
coming "locked" into a continuous cycle of jumping from 
Mode 1 (or 2) to Mode 3 calculations and then back again 
if a fault occurs in the program or if inaccurate calcul­
ations are generated. Therefore statement 15*̂ 0 detects ' 
this condition by the value of the variable M2 which is 
incremented each time the program jumps from Mode 1 (or 
2) to Mode 3 and back again at the one value of R1. This 
incrementing of M2 is carried out in statement 1M32. On 
detection of this cycling problem the program is directed 
to statement 1550 which prints "Calculation in error" and 
then the program is stopped.
( i i )  PROGRAM L IST IN G
1 REM L.A.HÖMIHREY. 1975. MAIN PROGRAM 1.
2 REM QUASSI 2-PRASE INDUCTION MOTOR
3 REM CALCULATION OP PERFORMANCE USING EULER EQNS.
10 REM P1 IS NO OP STEPS IN 20MSECS AND IS EVEN
11 REM R1 IS PROGRESSIVE COUNT OP STEPS IN 20 MSEC
12 REM K1 IS NO OP 20MSEC CYCLES
13 REM X IS STATE VARIABLE MATRIX 
H  REM N IS NO OP POLE PAIRS
20 REM RS1,RS2,RS3,IR1,BETA,C(UF)
21 DATA 14.5,14.5,14.5,90,180,9.25
22 REM LS1,LS2,LS3,M(S1-S2),M(S1-S3),M(S2-S3)
23 DATA 0.61,0.572,0.572,0.567,0.567,0.567
24 REM TR,U(1),U(2),U(3),0,0
25 DATA 0.057,0.031,0.03,0.03,0,0
26 REM J ,F ,TL,0,0,0
27 DATA 0.075,.001,0,0,0,0
28 REM N,L(SUPPLY) »ALPHA,0,0,0
29 DATA 2,0.001,90,0,0,0
30 REM
31 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0
32 REM P1,V1(RMS),V2(RMS),K1,R1(START)
33 DATA 1000,100,100,1,0
34 REM INITIAL VALUES OP STATE VARIABLES
35 DATA 0.2,-0.25,4,-2,58,-280,305
40 FOR 1=1 TO 10
41 HUNT
42 NEXT I
100 DIM P[6,6]
105 FOR 1=1 TO 6 STEF 1 
110 FOR J=1 TO 6 STEP 1 
115 READ P[l,J]
120 NEXT J
121 NEXT I
122 PRINT " PARAMETER VALDES"
123 FOR 1=1 TO 6
124 PRINT USING " ##.###",P[l, 1];
125 PRINT USING "-###.###",P[l,23,P[l,3],P[l,4],P[l,5] 
E[I,6]
126 next I
127 LET A1=(P[1,4]/180)*3.14159
128 LET A2=(P[1,5]/180)*3.14159
129 LET A3=P[5,3]
130 DIM A[7,7]
135 MAT A=ZER
140 LET A[1,1]=P[2,1]
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14-1 LET A [ 1 , 1 ] = A [ 1 , 1 ] + P [ 5 , 2 ]
145 LET A[1,2]=P[2,4]*C0S(A1)
146 LET A[1,2]=A[1,2]+P[5,2]
150 LET A[1,3]=P[2,5]*C0S(A2-A1)
151 LET A[1,3]=A[1,3]+P[5,2]
155 LET A[1,4]=P[3,2]
160 LET A[2,1]=P[2,4]*C0S(A1)
161 LET A[2,1]=A[2,1]+P[5,2]
165 LET A[2,2]=P[2,2]
166 LET A[2,2]=A[2,2]+P[5,2]
170 LET A[2,3]=P[2,6]*C0S(A2)
171 LET A[2,3]=A[2,3]+P[5,2]
175 LET A[2,5]=P[3,3]
180 LET A[3,1]=P[2,5]*C0S(A2-A1)
181 LET A[3,1]=A[3,1]+P[5,2]
185 LET A[3,2]=P[2,6]*C0S(A2)
186 LET A[3,2]=A[3,2]+P[5,2]
190 LET A[3,3]=P[2,3]
191 LET A[3,3]=A[3,3]+P[5,2]
195 LET A[3,4]=SŒ(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,4])*SIN(A2)/SIN(A1) 
200 LET A[3,5]=-(SQR(P[3,3])*SQR(P[3,4])*SIN(A2-A1) 
/SIN(A1))
205 LET A[4,1]=P[3,2]
210 LET A[4,3]=(SQR(P[3,4])*SQR(P[3,2]))*SIN(A2)/SHT(A1) 
215 LET A[4,4]=P[3,1]*P[3,2]/((SIN(A1))*2)
220 LET A[4,5]=-P[3,1]*(SQR(P[3,3])*SQR(P[3,2]))*C0S(A1)
221 LET A[4,5]=A[4,5]/((SIN(A1))“2)
225 LET A[5,2]=P[3,3]
230 LET A[5,3]=(SQR(P[3,3])*SQR(P[3,4]))*SIN(A1-A2)/SIN(A
234 LET A[5,4]=-P[3,1]*(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3]))*C0S(A1)
235 LET A[5f4]=A[5,4]/((SIN(A1))^2)
240 LET A[5,5]=P[3,1]*P[3,3]/((SIN(A1))A2)
245 LET A[6,6]=-1
250 LET A[7,7]=P[4,1]/(P[5,1]*2)
251 DIM G[7,7]
252 MAT G=IN7(A)
253 LET A[1,2]=A[1,2]-2*P[5,2]
254 LET A[1,3]=A[1,3]-2*P[5,2]
255 LET A[2,1]=A[2,1]-2*P[5,2]
256 LET A[3,1J=A[3,1]-2*P[5,2]
259 DIM P[7,7]
260 MAT P=INV(A)
265 DIM B[7,7]
270 MAT B=ZER
275 LET B[1,1]=P[1,1]
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280 LET B[2,2]=P[1,2]
285 LET B[3,3]-P[1,3]
290 LET B[3,6]=1
295 LET B[4,4]=P[3,2]/((SIN(A1))*2)
300 LET B[4,5]=-(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3]))*C0S(A1)/((SIN(A
1))~2)
305 LET B[5,4]=-(SQR(P[3,23)*SQR(PC3,3]))*C0S(A1)/((SIN(A
1))“2)
310 LET B[5,5]=PC3,3]/((SIN(A1))"2)
315 LET B[6,3]=(10*6)/P[1,6]
320 LET B[7,7]=P[4,2]/P[5,1]
325 DIM H[7,7]
330 MAT H=G*B
331 DIM 0[7,7]
332 MAT 0=E*B
335 LET B[3,6]=0
336 LET B[2,6]=-1
340 LET B[6,3]=0
341 LET B[6,2]=-(10*6)/P[1,6]
345 DIM M[7,7]
350 MAT M=G*B
351 DIM Q[7,7]
352 MAT Q=E*B
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355 DIM C[7,7]
360 MAT C=ZER
365 LET 0[4,1]=P[3,2]*C0S(A1)/SIN(A1)
370 LET C[4,2]=SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3])/SIN(A1)
375 LET C[4,3]=(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,4]))*C0S(A2)/SIN(A1) 
380 LET C[4,5]=P[3,1]*SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3])/SIR(A1)
385 LET C[5,1]=-(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3]))/SIR(A1)
390 LET C[5,2]=-P[3,3]*C0S(A1)/SIN(A1)
400 LET C[5,3]=-(SQR(P[3,4])*SQR(P[3,3]))*C0S(A1-A2)/SIN( 
A1 )
405 LET C[5,4]=-P[3,1]*SQR(P[3,2])*(SQR(P[3,3])/SIN(A1)) 
410 DIM L[7,7]
415 MAT L=G*C
416 DIM T[7,7]
417 MAT T=P*C 
420 DIM D[7,7]
425 MAT D=ZER
430 LET D[7,1]=-(P[3,2]*C0S(A1))/SIR(A1)
435 LET D[7,2]=-(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3]))/SIN(A1)
440 LET D[7,3]=-(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,4])*COS(A2))/SIN(A1) 
445 DIM R[7,7]
450 MAT R=G*D
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451 DIM W[7,7]
452 MAT W=F*D 
455 DIM E[7,7]
460 MAT E=ZER
465 LET E[7,1]=(P[5,1]*SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,3]))/SIN(A1) 
470 LET E[7,2]=(P[5,1]*P[3,3]*C0S(A1))/SIN(A1)
475 LET E[7,3]=(P[5,1]*SQR(P[3,3])*SQR(P[3»4])*C0S(A2-A1) 
)/SIN(Al)
480 READ P1 
482 GOSUB 1300
484 DIM S[7,7]
485 MAT S=G*E
486 DIM V[7,7]
487 MAT V=F*E 
497 MAT E=V 
500 DIM V[7,1]
505 READ V1
506 READ 72
509 HUNT
510 HUNT
511 PRINT " SUPPLY VOLTAGE = "V1"V RMS"
512 HUNT
513 PRINT " R1 X(1,1) X(2,1) Z(3,1) X(4,1)";
514 PRINT " X(5,1) X(6,1)"
515 ERINT
516 READ K1
520 LET T1=20/(P1*(10A3))
525 LET L1=1 
530 READ R1
535 REM THIS VALUE OP R1 DETERMINES STARTING POINT OP CAL 
CULATION 
537 LET U1=0 
540 DIM X[7,1]
542 DIM N[7,1]
545 POR J=1 TO 7 STEP 1
550 READ X[J,1]
551 LET N[J,1]=X[J,1]
552 NEXT J
557 GOSUB 900
558 LET M1=1 
560 DIM Y[7,1]
565 DIM Z[7,1]
575 LET R1=R1+1
578 LET U1=U1+1
579 LET M2=0
580 LET V[1,1]=SQR(2)*71*SIN(1.5708+((6.28319/P1)*(R1-1)) )
2 2 k ,
585 LET V[2,1]=ABS(SQR(2)*V2*SIN(1.5708+((6.28319/P1)*(R1
1))))
590 LET V[3,1]=V[2,1]
595 LET V[4,1]=0
600 LET V[5,1]=0
605 LET V[6,1]=0
610 LET V[7,1]=-P[4,3]
611 IE M1=3 THEN 1400
612 IP R1>P1/4 THEN 614
613 GOTO 615
614 IP R1<P1*3/4 THEN 800
615 REM MODE 1A,2A CALC.
616 MAT Y=G*V
620 MAT Z=L*X
625 MAT Z=(X[7,1])*Z
630 MAT Y=Y-Z
635 MAT Z=R*X
640 MAT Z=(X[4,1])*Z
645 MAT Y=Y-Z
650 MAT Z=S*X
655 MAT Z=(X[5,1])*Z
660 MAT Y=Y-Z
670 IP R1 <* ((A3+90)/360)*P1 TEEN 673
671 IF R1>((A3+270)/360)*P1 THEN 673
672 GOTO 690
673 IF R1 <= ((A3-90)/360)*P1 THEN 690 
675 MAT Z=H*X
685 GOTO 695
690 MAT Z=M*X
695 MAT Y=Y-Z
700 FOR J=1 TO 7 STEP 1
705 LET X[J,1]=X[J,1J+(T1*Y[J,1])
706 NEXT J
707 LET M2=M2+1
708 IF X[2,1]<-X[3,1] THEN 1400
709 IF X[3,1]<-X[2,1] THEN 1400
711 FOR 1=1 TO 7
712 LET N[I,1]=X[I,1]
713 HEXT I
714 IF U1=(P1/100) THEN 716
715 GOTO 720
716 GOSUB 900 
718 LET U1=0
720 IF R1=P1 THEN 730
725 GOTO 575
730 IF L1=K1 THEN 1600
735 LET L1=L1+1 226.
740 LET R1=0
741 PRINT "----------«
742 MAT PRINT X 
745 GOTO 575
800 REM MOLE 1B,2B CALC.
802 MAT Y=P*V
804 MAT Z=T*X
806 MAT Z=(X[7,1])*Z
808 MAT Y=Y-Z
810 MAT Z=¥*X
812 MAT Z=(X[4,1])*Z
814 MAT Y=Y-Z
816 MAT Z=E*X
817 MAT Z=(X[5,1])*Z
818 MAT Y=Y-Z
819 IP R1 <= ((A3+90)/360)*P1 THEN 822
820 IP R1>((A3+270)/360)*P1 THEN 822
821 GOTO 826
822 IP R1 <= ((A3-90)/360)*P1 THEN 826
823 MAT Z=0*X
824 GOTO 830 
826 MAT Z=Q*X 
830 MAT Y=Y-Z 
835 GOTO 700
900 REM HUNTING OE OUTPUT 
902 LET X1=X[1,1]
904 LET X2=X[2,1]
906 LET X3=X[3,1]
908 LET X4=X[4,1]
910 LET X5=X[5,1]
912 LET X6=X[6,1]
914 LET X7=X[7,1]
916 LET X8=R1*T1*(10*3)
930 HUNT USING " ####",R1;
940 PRINT USING "--- .##",X1 ,X2,X3;
945 HUNT USING "-----.#",X4,X5;
950 HUNT US IMG "-- ###.#", X6
960 RETURN
1300 REM MATRICES FOR MODE 3 EQNS.
1302 LET A[1,2]=A[1,2]+P[5,2]
1303 LET A[1,3]=A[1,3]+E[5,2]
1305 LET A[2,1]=A[2,1]-A[3,1]
1306 LET A[2,2]=A[2,23-AC3,2]-A[2,3]+AC3,3]
1307 LET A[2,3]=0
1308 LET A[2,4]=A[2,4]-A[3,4]
1309 LET A[2,5]=A[2,5]-A[3,5]
2 2 8 .
1310 LET A[3,1]=0
1311 LET A[3,2]=1
1312 LET A[3,3]=1
1313 LET A[3,4]=0 
13H LET A[3,5]=0 
1320 DIM K[7,7]
1325 MAT K=INV(A)
1330 LET B[2,2]=B[2,2]+B[3,3]
1331 LET B[2,6]=-1
1332 LET B[3,2]=1
1333 LET B[3,3]=1
1334 LET B[3,6]=0
1335 LET B[6,3]=0
1336 LET B[6,2]=-(10*6)/P[1,6]
1340 MAT A=K*B
1345 MAT B=K*C 
1350 MAT C=K*D
1355 MAT D=K*E
1356 DIM U[7,1]
1360 RETURN
1400 REM CALC. OP STATE VARIABLES USING MODE 3 EQNS. 
1402 LET M2=M2+1 
1405 LET D5=V[2,1]
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1410 LET V[2,1]=0
1415 LET V[3,1]=0
1420 MAT Y=K*V
1425 MAT Z=A*N
1430 MAT Y=Y-Z
1435 MAT Z=B*N
1440 MAT Z=(N[7,1])*Z
1445 MAT Y=Y-Z
1450 MAT Z=C*N
1455 MAT Z=(N[4,1])*Z
1460 MAT Y=Y-Z
1465 MAT Z=D*N
1470 MAT Z=(N[5,1])*Z
1475 MAT Y=Y-Z
1480 FOR J=1 TO 7
1485 LET U[J,1]=N[J,1]+(T1*Y[J,1])
1490 NEXT J
1495 REM U(J,1) = STATE VARIABLE MATRIX USING MODE 3 EQNS 
1500 REM CALC. OE DIODE BIAS VOLTAGE = D1 
1503 IE R1>Pl/2 THEN 1508
1505 LET D1=D5-(P[2,4]*C0S(A1)*Y[1,1]+P[1,23*U[2,1]+P[2,2] 
*Y[2,1])
1506 LET D1=D1-(P[2,6]*C0S(A2)*Y[3,1J+P[3,3]*Y[5,1])
23o:
150 7 GOTO 1512
1508 LET D1=D5-(P[2,5]*C0S(A2-A1)*Y[1,1]+P[1,3]*U[3,1]+P[ 
2,3]*Y[3,1])
1509 LET D1=D1-(P[2,6]*C0S(A2)*Y[2,1])
1510 LET D1=D1-(SQR(P[3,2])*SQR(P[3,4])*(SIN(A2)/SIN(A1)) 
*T[4,1])
1511 LET D1=D1+(SQR(P[3,3])*SQR(P[3,4])*(SIN(A2-A1)/SIN(A1 
))*Y[5,1])
1512 IE D1>1.5 THEN 1535 
1515 EOR 1=1 TO 7
1520 LET X[I,1]=U[I,1]
1525 NEXT I
1527 LET M1=3
1530 GOTO 711
1535 LET M1=1
1540 IP M2>2 THEN 1550
1545 GOTO 580
1550 PRINT "CALCULATION IN ERROR"
1560 STOP 
1600 END
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